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PREFACE

When "The Effects of Atomic Weapons" was published in 1950, the explosive
energy yields of the fission bombs available at that time were equivalent to some
thousands of tons (i.e., kilotons) of TNT. With the development of thermonuclear
(fusion) weapons, having energy yields in the range of millions of tons (i.e.,
megatons) of TNT, a new presentation, entitled "The Effects of Nuclear Weap-
ons," was issued in 1957. A completely revised edition was published in 1962 and
this was reprinted with a few changes early in 1964.

Since the last version of "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons" was prepared, much
new information has become available concerning nuclear weapons effects. This
has come in part from the series of atmospheric tests, including several at very high
altitudes, conducted in the Pacific Ocean area in 1962. In addition, laboratory
studies, theoretical calculations, and computer simulations have provided a better
understanding of the various effects. Within the limits imposed by security re-
quirements, the new information has been incorporated in the present edition. In
particular, attention may be called to a new chapter on the electromagnetic pulse.

We should emphasize, as has been done in the earlier editions, that numerical
values given in this book are not-and cannot be-exact. They must inevitably
include a substantial margin of error. Apart from the difficulties in making
measurements of weapons effects, the results are often dependent upon circum-
stances which could not be predicted in the event of a nuclear attack. Furthermore,
two weapons of different design may have the same explosive energy yield, but the
effects could be markedly different. Where such possibilities exist, attention is
called in the text to the limitations of the data presented; these limitations should not

be overlooked.
The material is arranged in a manner that should permit the general reader to

obtain a good understanding of the various topics without having to cope with the
more technical details. Most chapters are thus in two parts: the first part is written at
a fairly low technical level whereas the second treats some of the more technical and
mathematical aspects. The presentation allows the reader to omit any or all of the
latter sections without loss of continuity.

The choice of units for expressing numerical data presented us with a dilemma.
The exclusive use of international (SI) or metric units would have placed a burden
on many readers not familiar with these units, whereas the inclusion of both SI and
common units would have complicated many figures, especially those with i
logarithmic scales. As a compromise, we have retained the older units and added an
explanation of the SI system and a table of appropriate conversion factors.
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Preface

Many organizations and individuals contributed in one way or another to this
revision of "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons," and their cooperation is gratefully
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Administration and by Cmdr. H. L. Hoppe of the Department of Defense.
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GLOSSARY

A-Bomb: An abbreviation for atomic bomb. See Apparent Crater: See Crater.
Nuclear weapon. Arching: In the case of a buried structure, it is

Absorbed Dose: The amount of energy im- the tendency for the soil particles to lock together
parted by nuclear (or ionizing) radiation to unit in the form of an arch, with the result that part of
mass of absorbing material The unit is the rad. the stress is transmitted around the structure
See Dose, Rad. instead of through it.

Absorption: The irreversible conversion of the Atom: The smallest (or ultimate) particle of an
energy of an electromagnetic wave into another element that still retains the characteristics of that
form of energy as a result of its interaction with element. Every atom consists of a positively
matter. As applied to gamma (or X) rays it is the charged central nucleus, which carries nearly all
process (or processes) resulting in the transfer of the mass of the atom, surrounded by a number of
energy by the radiation to an absorbing materia] negatively charged electrons, so that the whole
through which it passes. In this sense, absorplion system is electrically neutral. See Electron, Ele-
involves the photoelectric effect and p?ir pro- ment, Nucleus.
duction, ~ut only part of the Comp!on effect. ~ee Atomic Bomb (or Weapon): A term sometimes
AttenuatIon: Compton effect, PaIr productIon, applied to a nuclear weapon utilizing fission
PhotoelectrIc effect. energy only. See Fission, Nuclear weapon.

Absorption Coefficient: A number characteriz- Atomic Cloud: See Radioactive cloud.
ing the extent to which specified gamma (or X)
rays transfer their energy to a material through Atomic Number: See Nucleus.
which !he~ pass The linear energy absorption Atomic Weight: The relative mass of an atom
coefficIent IS a mea.sure. of the energy tr~nsfer (or of the given element As a basis of reference, the
absorp!lon).per urnt.thlckness of materl.al and IS atomic weight of the common isotope of carbon
stated In Units of reclproca~ length (o~ thickness). (carbon- ]2) is taken to be exactly ]2; the atomic
The m~ss energy a~sorptlon ~oeffi~l~nt IS equal weight of hydrogen (the lightest element) is then
to the linear absorption coefficl.ent ~1~lded by the 1.008. Hence, the atomic weight of any element
density of the absorbing; material; I! IS a measure is approximately the mass of an atom of that
of the energy absorption per Unit mass. See element relative to the mass of a hydrogen atom.
Attenuation coefficient.

Aft . d W. d t t . th ... ty Attenuation: Decrease in intensity of a signal,erwln s: In curren s se up In e VICInI .
f I I . d . t d t d th b st beam, or wave as a result of absorption and

0 a nuc ear exp oslon uec e owar e ur

It ' f th pd ft .scattering out of the path of a detector, but not

center, resu Ing rom e u ra accompanYing ..

h . f h fi b II including the reduction due to geometric spread-

terlseoterea. ... rd ' ff )Ing (I.e., the Inverse square Q Istance e ect .

Air Burst: The explosion of a nuclear weapon at As applied to gamma (and X) rays, attenuation
such a height that the expanding fireball does not refers to the loss of photons (by the Compton,
touch the earth's surface when the luminosity is a photoelectric, and pair-production effects) in the
maximum (in the second pulse). passage of the radiation through a material. See

Alpha particle: A particle emitted spontan- Ab~orption, Inverse square law, Photon, Scat-

eous]y from the nuclei of some radioactive e]e- terlng.
ments. It is identical with a helium nucleus, Attenuation Coefficient: A number character-
having a m~~s of f~ur units and ~n el~c.tric charge tizing the extent of interaction of photons of
of two posItive Units. See RadIoactivIty. specified gamma (or X) rays in their passage

Angstrom: A unit of length, represented by A, through a material. The linear att.enuatio.n coe/-
equal to 10-8 centimeter. It is commonly used to ficient is a measure of the photon interaction per
express the wavelengths of electromagnetic radi- unit thickness of material and is stated in units of
ations in the visible, ultraviolet, and X-ray re- reciprocal length (or thickness). The mass att~n-
gions. uation coefficient is equal to the linear attenuation

629



630 GLOSSARYcoefficient divided by the density of the material; Blast Scaling Laws: Formulas which permit theit is a measure of the attenuation per unit mass. calculation of the properties, e.g., overpressure,See Absorption coefficient. dynamic pressure, time of arrival, duration, etc.,Background Radiation: Nuclear (or ionizing) of a bla~t wave at any distance from an expl.os~onradiations arising from within the body and from of. spe~lfied energy from the. known varIationthe surroundings to which individuals are always with d~stance of these propertIes for a re~erenceexposed. The main sources of the natural back- explosion of known energy (e.g., of I kIloton).ground radiation are potassium-40 in the body, See Cube root lawpotassium-40 and thorium, uranium, and their Blast Wave: A pulse of air in which the pressuredecay products (including radium) present in increases sharply at the front, accompanied byrocks and soil, and cosmic rays. winds, propagated from an explosion. See ShockBase Surge: A cloud which rolls outward from wave.the bottom of the column produced by a subsur- Blast Yield: That portion of the total energy of aface explosion. For underwater bursts the visible nuclear explosion that manifests itself as a blastsurge is, in effect, a cloud of liquid (water) (or shock) wave.droplets with the property of flowing almost as ifB b D b . S W d b .
..om e rls: ee eapon e rls.It were a homogeneous fluid. After the waterevaporates, an invisible base surge of small ra- Boosted Fission Weapon: A weapon in whichdioactive particles may persist. For subsurface neutrons produced by thermonuclear reactionsland bursts the surge is made up of small solid serve to enhance the fission process. The ther-particles but it still behaves like a fluid. A soft monuclear energy represents only a small frac-earth medium favors ba,e surge formation in an tion of the total explosion energy. See Fission,underground burst. Thermonuclear.Bearing Wall: A wall which supports (or bears) Breakway: The onset of a condition in whichpart of the mass of a structure such as the floor the shock front (in the air), moves away from theand roof systems. exterior of the expanding fireball produced by theBeta Particle: A charged particle of very small e~plosion of a nuclear (or atomic) weapon. Seemass emitted spontaneously from the nuclei of FIreball, Shock front.certain radioactive elements. Most (if not all) of Bremsstrahlung: Literally "braking radia-the direct fission products emit (negative) beta tion" Radiations covering a range of waveparticles. Physically, the beta particle is identical lengths (and energies) in the X-ray region result-with an electron moving at high velocity. See ing from the electrical interaction of fast (high-Electron, Fission products, Radioactivity. energy) electrons with atomic nuclei. Brems-Beta Patch: A region of air fluorescence formed stra~lung a~e produced by the interaction of betaby absorption of beta particles from the fission particles with matter. See X rays.products in the debris from a nuclear explosion Burst: Explosion or detonation. See Air burst,above about 40 miles altitude. High-altitude burst, Surface burst, UndergroundBiological Half-Life: The time required for the burst, Underwater burst.amount of a specified element which has entered Clean Weapon: One in which measures havethe body (or a particular organ) to be decreased to been taken to reduce the amount of residualhalf of its initial value as a result of natural, radioactivity relative to a "normal" weapon ofbiological elimination processes. See Half-life. the same energy yield.Black Body: An ideal body which would absorb Cloud Chamber Ellect: See Condensationall (and reflect none) of the radiation falling upon cloud.it. The spectral energy distribution of a blackCIdCITh..blIf.." ou 0 umn: e VISI e co umn 0 weaponbody IS descrIbed by Planck s equation; the total ..ratfe.s'fd.t.t.IdebrIs (and possibly dust and water droplets)e 0 ml slon 0 ra Ian energy IS propor lona. .tothefourthfthbItttextendmg upward from the pomt of burst of apower 0 e a so u e empera ure ...(Stefan-Boltzmann law). nlucledar (or atomic) weapon. See Radloacllve

cou.Blast Loading: The loading (or force) on anCI d Ph S B C"udb. tdbh.blfI.ou enomena: ee ase surge, .00 Jec cause y t e air ast rom an exp oslonI".II"..ballRd..Idco umn .a out ,Ire a loacllve c ou ., stnkmg and flowmg around the object. It IS a ..,1 combination of overpressure (or diffraction) and Colum (or Plume): A hollow cylinder of waterdynamic pressure (or drag) loading. See Diffrac- and spray thrown up from an underwater burst oftion, Drag loading, Dynamic pressure, Over- a nuclear (or atomic) weapon, through which thepressure. hot, high-pressure gases formed in the explosion



GLOSSARY 631

are vented to the atmosphere. A somewhat simi- vaporization of the surface material, by the
lar column of dirt is formed in an underground scouring effect of air blast, by throwout of dis-
explosion. turbed material, or by subsidence. In general, the

maJ'or mechanism chan g es from one to the next
Compton Current: Electron current generated ...

with IncreasIng depth of burst. The apparent
as a result of Compton processes. See Compton . th d . h. h .

fC I crater IS e epression w IC IS seen a ter the
effect, ompton e ectron. ...

burst; It IS smaller than the true crater (I.e., the
Compton Ellect: The scattering of photons (of cavity actually formed by the explosion), be-

gamma or X rays) by the orbital electrons of cause it is covered with a layer of loose earth,
atoms. In a collision between a (primary) photon rock, etc.
and an electron, some of the energy of the photon C " t" I M Th .. f fi . ...rl Ica ass: e minImum mass 0 a ssIon-
IS transferred to the electron which IS generally b' . I h .11 ' ..

fi .

.a .e materIa t at WI Just maIntaIn a SSIon

ejected from the atom. Another (secondary) h .. d . I .
fi d d .

h . th I th ff .c am reaction un er precise y SpeCI e con 1-

p oton, WI ess energy, en moves 0 m a ...
d. t. t I t th d. t. f tIon, such as the nature of the materIal and ItS

new Irec Ion a an ang e 0 e Irec Ion o. .. f h . h t S S tt ' punty,the nature and thickness of the tamper (or
motion 0 t e prImary p oon. ee ca ermg. '.

neutron reflector), the density (or compression),
Compton Electron: An electron of increased and the physical shape (or geometry). For an
energy ejected from an atom as a result of a explosion to occur, the system must be supercri-
Compton interaction with a photon. See Comp- tical (i.e., the mass of material must exceed the
ton effect. critical mass under the existing conditions). See

Condensation Cloud: A mist or fog of minute Supercritical.

water droplets which temporarily surrounds the Cube Root Law: A scaling law applicable to
fireball following a nuclear (or atomic) detona- many blast phenomena. It relates the time and
tion in a comparatively humid atmosphere. The distance at which a given blast effect is observed
expansion of the air in the negative phase of the to the cube root of the energy yield of the
blast wave from the explosion results in a lower- explosion.
ing of the temperature, so that condensation of C " A . f d h ..

..urle: UnIt 0 ra Ioactlvlty' It IS t e activity
water vapor present m the air occurs and a cloud ...'...
f Th I d . d . II d h th of a quantity of any radioactive species In whjch
orms. e c ou IS soon ISpe e w en e ...

.3.700 x 10'0 nuclear disIntegrations occur per
pressure returns to normal and the aIr warms up ...

. Th h ... 1 t th t d b second. The gamma curle IS sometimes defined !!agaIn. e p enomenon IS SIml ar 0 a use y '
h .. t . th W ' I I d h be d .correspondIngly as the actIvIty of materIal In i.

p YSICIS s m e I son c ou c am r an IS ..Ii
. II d h I d h be ff t which this number of gamma-ray photons are I

sometImes ca e t e c ou c am r e ec. .
d demltte per secon .'

Contact Surface Burst: See Surface burst. ~IDamage Criteria: Standards or measures used Contained Underground Burst: An under- in estimating specific levels of damage.

ground detonation at such a depth that none of" .
the radioactive residues escape through the sur- Debris: See Weapon debrIs ;:

face of the ground. Decay (or Radioactive Decay): The decrease in
Contamination: The deposit of radioactive ma- activity o~ any radioactive material with the p.as-

terial on the surfaces of structures, areas, objects, sage of lime ~ue to the s~ntaneous emission
or personnel, following a nuclear (or atomic) fro~ the atoml~ nuclei of elt~er alpha or beta
explosion. This material generally consists of p~rt~cles, somellme.s accom!,arn~d.by gamma ra-
fallout in which fission products and other dlallon. See Half-life, RadIoactivity.

weapon debris. have become i~co~porated with Decay Curve: The representation by means of a
partIcles of dIrt, etc. ContamInatIon can also graph of the decrease of radioactivity with re-
arise from the radioactivity induced in certain spect to time.
substances by the action of neutrons from a
nuclear explosion. See Decontamination, Fall- Decontamination: The reduction or removal of
out. Induced radioactivity, Weapon debris. contaminating radioactive material from a struc-

C k Th I. h I d . h. h f II ture, area, object, or person. Decontamination
rac: e Ig t-co ore region w IC 0 ows ..
I I beh' d h d k I. k . d may be accomplished by (I) treatIng the surface

c ose y m tear SIC m an un erwater ..
..so as to remove or decrease the contamInatIon;

burst. It IS probably caused by the reflectIon of (2) I tt ' th t . I t d th t th d. .e mg e ma ena s an so a era loac-
the water shock wave at the surface. See Slick. t.. t .

d d It f t I dIVI Y IS ecrease as 3 resu 0 na ura ecay;
Crater: The pit, depression, or cavity formed in and (3) covering the contamination so as to

the surface of the earth by a surface or under- attenuate the radiation emitted. Radioactive ma-
ground explosion. Crater formation can occur by terial removed in process (I) must be disposed of
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by burial on land or at sea, or in other suitable Dosimetry: The theory and application of the
way. principles and techniques involved in the mea-

D I d F II t" S l:' II t surement and recording of radiation doses and
eaye a ou" eera ou. d I .

I ..

ose rates. ts practlca aspect IS concerned with

Deuterium: An isotope of hydrogen of mass 2 the use of various types of radiation instruments
units; it is sometimes referred to as heavy hy- with which measurements are made. See Dosi-
drogen. It can be used in thermonuclear fusion meter, Survey meter.
reactions for the release of energy. Deuterium is D L d" Th f b .

..rag oa log: e orce on an 0 ]eCI or struc-extracted from water which always contams I '"
t f d t . t bo t 6 500 t f d .ture due to the transient wmds accompanymg the

a om 0 eu erlum 0 au, a oms 0 or 1- .
(I ' ht) h d S l:" l t passage of a blast wave. The drag pressure IS the

nary Ig y rogen. ee rUSIOn, so ope, .
Tl. I product of the dynamic pressure and the drag
Inermonucear. ...

coefficient which IS dependent upon the shape (or
Ditlraction: The bending of waves around the geometry) of the structure or object. See Dy-

edges of objects. In connection with a blast wave namic pressure.
impinging on a structure, diffraction refers to the D " Pr Th ' h . hynamlc essure: e air pressure w IC re-

passage around and envelopment of the structure I f h . ft ( . d) beh' d h.ffi . I d " su ts rom t e mass air ow or wm m t e
by the blast wave. DI ractlon oa Ing IS the h k f f bl I .

I h..s oc ront 0 a ast wave. t IS equa to t e
force (or loading) on the structure during the od f h If h d . f h . h hI t pr uct 0 a I e enslty 0 t e air t roug

enve opmen process. .
which the blast wave passes and the square of the

Dome: The mound of water spray thrown up particle (or wind) velocity behind the shock front
into the air when the shock wave from an under- as it impinges on the object or structure
water detonation of a nuclear (or atomic) weapon E I F II S l:' IIh th rf ar y a out: ee ra out.
reac es e su ace.

D S D Etlective Half-Life: See Half-life.osage: ee ose.
Dose: A (total or accumulated) quantity of ion- Elastic. Range: The .stres~ .range in which a

.. ( I ) d. t. Th b b d d material will recover ItS orIgInal form when the
Izmg or nuc ear ra la Ion. e a sor e ose ...
in rads represents the amount of energy absorbed force (or loading? IS re.moved. Elastic deforma-
f Ih d. t. a f S . fi d b b tlon refers to dimensional changes occumng
rom e ra la Ion per gr m 0 peCI e a sor .

t . I I ft bod t. th b bed WithIn the elastIc range. See PlastIc range.
mg ma erla. n so y Issue e a sor
dose in rads is essentially equal to the exposure in Elastic Zone: The zone beyond the plastic zone
roentgens. The biological dose (also called the in crater formation in which the ground is dis-
RBE dose) in rems is a measure of biological turbed by the explosion but returns to its original
effectiveness of the absorbed radiation. See Ex- condition.
posure, Rad, RBE, Rem, Roentgen. Elect t " P I A h I f d .

romagne IC u se: s arp pu se 0 ra 10-

Dose Equivalent: In radiation protection asso- frequency (long wavelength) electromagnetic ra-
ciated with peacetime nuclear activities, the dose diation produced when an explosion occurs in an
equivalent in rems is a measure of the biological unsymmetrical environment, especially at or near
effectiveness of absorbed ionizing radiation. It is the earth's surface or at high altitudes. The in-
similar to the biological dose which is used in tense electric and magnetic fields can damage
connection with the large radiation exposures unprotected electrical and electronic equipment
that might accompany a nuclear explosion. See over a large area. See Electromagnetic radiation,
Dose, Rem. High-altitude burst.

Dose Rate: As a general rule, the amount of Electromagnetic Radiation: A traveling wave
ionizing (or nuclear) radiation which an individ- motion resulting from oscillating magnetic and
ual or materia! would receive per unit of time. It electric fields. Familiar electromagnetic radia-
is usually expressed as rads (or rems) per hour or tions range from X rays (and gamma rays) of
in multiples or submultiples of these units, such short wavelength (high frequency), through the
as millirads per hour. The dose rate is commonly ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions, to radar
used to indicate the level of radioactivity in a and radio waves of relatively long wavelength
contaminated area. See Survey meter. (low frequency). All electromagnetic radiations

Dos " t A . t t f . d travel in a vacuum with the velocity of light. See
Ime er: n ms rumen or measuring an Ph

registering the total accumulated dose of (or oton.

exposure to) ionizing radiations. Instruments Electron: A particle of very small mass, carry-
worn or carried by individuals are called person- ing a unit negative or positive charge. Negative
nel dosimeters. electrons, surrounding the nucleus, (i.e., orbital
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electrons), are present in all atoms; their number (radiation front). See Breakaway, Thermal x-
is equal to the number of positive charges (or rays.
prolons) in the particular nucleus. The term F" St S . fiIre orm: tatlonar y mass re

g enerall y inelectron where used alone commonly refers to '

.' ..' .builtu p urban areas causing strong inrushin gnegative electrons. A positIve electron IS usually. .'.'

...winds from all sIdes; the winds keep the fires
called a positron, and a negative electron IS f d. h. l dd.

f h..rom sprea mg w I e a mg res oxy gen 10
sometimes called a negatron. See Beta particle.. th .. t .

tIncrease elr m ensl y.
Electron Volt (EV): The energy imparted to an ""

I t h . t . d h h t. I FIssIon: The process whereby the nucleus of a
e ec ron w en I IS move t roug a poten la. ..
d. ff f I 1 I .. 1 particular heavy element splits Into (generally)

I erence 0 vo t. t IS equlva ent to ...
I 6 10 -12 two nuclei of lighter elements, with the release of

.x erg. b . 1 f Th . su stantla amounts 0 energy. e most Impor-

Element: One of the distinct, basic varieties of tant fissionable materials are uranium-235 and
matter occurring in nature which, individually or plutonium 239; fission is caused by the absorp-
in combination, compose substances of all kinds tion of neutrons.
Approximately ninety different elements are F "" F t " The f t. ( )..ISSlon rac Ion: rac Ion or percentage

known to exist m nature and several others, f h 1 I . ld f I h. h . 0 t e to a Yle 0 a nuc ear weapon w IC IS
Including plutonIum, have been obtained as a d fi . F th 1 h..ue to sslon. or ermonuc ear weapons t e

result of nuclear reactions with these elements. 1 f h fi . f .. bo 50average va ue 0 t e sslon racllon IS a ut

EMP: See Electromagnetic Pulse. percent.

Energy Absorption: See Absorption. Fission Products: A general term for the com-
Energy Partition: The distribution of the total plex mixture of substa?c~s ~roduced as a result
energy released by a nuclear explosion among of nuclear fission. A dlst.mctlon s.hould be made
the various phenomena (e.g., nuclear radiation, bet~een these and t~e dIrect fissIon products or
thermal radiation, and blast). The exact distribu- fis~lo.n fragments which are formed ?y the act~al
tion is a function of time, explosion yield, and splIttIng of the heavy-.element nucleI. Something
the medium in which the explosion occurs. like 80 different fissIon fragments result from

.roughly 40 different modes of fission of a given
Exposu~e: .A measure expressed m roentgens <:>f nuclear species (e.g., uranium-235 or pluto-

t~e IOnIzation produced ?y gamma (or X) rays I~ nium-239). The fission fragments, being radio-
a..r. The exposure rate IS the exposure per UnIt active, immediately begin to decay, forming ad-
time (e.g., roentgens per hour). See Dose, Dose ditional (daughter) products, with the result that
rate, Roentgen. the complex mixture of fission products so

Fallout: The process or phenomenon of the de- formed contains over 300 different isotopes of 36
scent to the earth's surface of particles contami- elements.

nated with radioactive material from the radio- Flash Burn: A burn caused by excessive expo-
active cloud. The term is also applied in a sure (of bare skin) to thermal radiation. See
collective sense to the contaminated particulate Thermal radiation.
matter itself. The early (or local) fal/out is de-
fi ed so ewhat arbitrarily as those particles Fluence (or Integrated Flux): The product (or
wnhich re:h the earth within 24 hours after a i?tegral) of parti~le (neutron or \?hoton) flux and
nuclear explosion. The delayed (or worldwide) lime.. expressed m UnIts of particles P.er .squa~e
fal/out consists of the smaller particles which cenll~eter. The absorbed dose of radiatIon (m
ascend into the upper troposphere and into the rads) IS related to the fluence. See Flux.

stratosphere and are carried by winds to all parts Flux (or Flux Density): The product of the
of the earth. The delayed fallout is brought to particle (neutron or photon) density (i.e., number
earth, mainly by rain and snow, over extended per cubic centimeter) and the particle velocity.
periods ranging from months to years. The flux is expressed as particles per square

F" b II Th I . h f h centimeter per second and is related to the ab-
Ire a: e ummous sp ere 0 ot gases ..

h. h f f .11. h f d f sorbed dose rate. It IS numerIcally equal to the
w IC orms a ew ml lont so a secon a ter aI ( t . ) 1 . h I f h total number of partIcles passIng m all directIons
nuc ear or a omlc exp oslon as t e resu tot e .

b t. b th d. ed. f h through a sphere of 1 square centImeter cross-
a sorp Ion y e surroun mg m lum 0 t e . 1 d.secllona area per secon .
thermal X rays emitted by the extremely hot
(several tens of million degrees) weapon resi- Fractionation: Anyone of several processes,
dues. The exterior of the fireball in air is initially apart from radioactive decay, which results in
sharply defined by the luminous shock front and change in the composition of the radioactive
later by the limits of the hot gases themselves weapon debris. As a result of fractionation, the
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delayed fallout generally contains relatively more Half-Residence Time: As applied to delayed
of strontium-90 and cesium-13?, which have fallout, it is the time required for the amount of
gaseous precursors, than does the early fallout weapon debris deposited in a particular part of
from a surface burst. the atmosphere (e.g., stratosphere or tropos-

Free Air Overpressure (or Free Field Over- phere) to decrease to half of its initial value.

pressure): The unreftected pressure, in excess Half-Value Thickness: The thickness of a given
of the ambient atmospheric pressure, created in material which will absorb half the gamma radi-
the air by the blast wave from an explosion. See ation incident upon it. This thickness depends on
Overpressure. the nature of the material-it is roughly inversely

Fusion: The process whereby the nuclei of light proportional to its density-and also on the en-
elements, especially those of the isotopes of ergy of the gamma rays.

hydrogen, namely, deuterium and tritium, com- H-Bomb: An abbreviation for hydrogen bomb.
bine to form the nucleus of a heavier element See Hydrogen bomb.
with the release of substantial amounts of energy. H . ht f B st Th h . ht bo th h '
S '7'L I elg 0 ur: e elg a ve e eart s

ee I "ermonuc ear. f h. h bo b . d d . h .
sur ace at w IC a m IS etonate In t e air.

Gamma Rays (or Radiations): Electromag- The optimum height of burst for a particular
netic radiations of high photon energy orginat- target (or area) is that at which it is estimated a
ing in atomic nuclei and accompanying many weapon of a specified energy yield will produce a
nuclear reactions (e.g., fission, radioactivity, certain desired effect over the maximum possible
and neutron capture). Physically, gamma rays area.
are identical with X rays of high energy, the Ho h Alt Ot d B t Th..

d fi d...Ig -I U e urs: IS IS e ne , some-
only essential difference being that X rays do h b.. 1 d t . I .

dw at ar (tran y, as a e onatlon at an a tltu e
not orIgInate from atomic nuclei, but are pro- 100 000 f t Abo thO

I I h d ..

b..over, ee .ve IS eve t e Istn u-

duced In other ways (e.g., by slowing down. .
(f t) I t f h . h ) S EI tlon of the energy of the explosion between blast

as e ec rons 0 Ig energy. ee ectro- .
d ..DL X and thermal radiation changes appreciably with

magnetic ra fat/on rnoton rays. " increasing altitude due to changes In the fireball

Genetic Ellect: The effect of various agents phenomena.
(including nuclear radiation) in producing H t S t R ... d . ...0 po : eglon In a contaminate area In

changes (mutations) In the hereditary compo-.t ( ) f th II .
h which the level of radioactive contamination IS

nen s genes 0 e germ ce s present In t eod t .
( d ) A somewhat greater than In neIghborIng regIons In

repr uc Ive organs gona s .mutant gene h S C t . t.
h . h . h. h t e area. ee on amma Ion.

causes c anges In t e next generation w IC may
or may not be apparent. Hydrogen Bomb (or Weapon: A term some-

G d Ze Th . h rf f I d times applied to nuclear weapons in which part of
roun ro: e point on t e su ace 0 an ...

.the explosive energy IS obtained from nuclear
vertically below or above the center of a burst of f . ( th I ) . S zoo .

I ( t . ) f I bb uslon or ermonuc ear reactions. ee .uslon,
a nuc ear or a omlc weapon; requent y a re- N I '7'L I.uc ear weapon, I "ermonuc ear.
vlated to GZ. For a burst over or under water the
corresponding term is surface zero (SZ). Surface Hypocenter: A term sometimes used for ground
zero is also commonly used for ground surface zero. See Ground zero.
and underground bursts. Implosion Weapon: A device in which a quan-

Gun-Type Weapon: A device in which two or tity of fissionable material, less than a critical
more pieces of fissionable material, each less mass, has its volume suddenly decreased by
than a critical mass, are brought together very compression, so that it becomes supercritical and
rapidly so as to form a supercritical mass which an explosion can take place. The compression is
can explode as the result of a rapidly expanding achieved by means of a spherical arrangement of
fission chain. See Critical mass, Supercritical. specially fabricated shapes of ordinary high ex-

H If L of Th .. d f h .. f plosive which produce an inwardly-directed im-
a -I e: e time require or t e activity 0 a. ...

ploslon wave, tht fissionable material being at
given radioactive species to decrease to half of ItS th t f th h S C .. I... I I d d.. d e cen er 0 to sp ere. ee rlt/ca mass,
Imtla va ue ue to ra loactlve ecay. The half- S .t.

II.f . h .. f h .upercrllca .
I e IS a c aractenstlc property 0 eac radioac-

tive species and is independent of its amount or Impulse (Per Unit Area): The product of the
condition. The effective half-life of a given iso- overpressure (or dynamic pressure) from the
tope is the time in which the quantity in the body blast wave of an explosion and the time during
(or an organ) will decrease to half as a result of which it acts at a given point. More specifically,
both radioactive decay and biological elimina- it is the integral, with respect to time of over-
tion. See Biological half-life. pressure (or dynamic pressure), the integration
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being between the time of arrival of the blast separation occurs. In the sense used in this book,
wave and that at which the overpressure (or ionization refers especially to the removal of an
dynamic pressure) returns to zero at the given electron (negative charge) from the atom or
point molecule, either directly or indirectly, leaving a

Induced Radioactivity: Radioactivity produced posit~vely charged ion. The sepa~ated e!ectron
in certain materials as a result of nuclear reac- and Ion are referred to as an Ion paIr. See
tions, particularly the capture of neutrons, which Ionizing radiation.

are accompanied by the formation of unstable Ionizing Radiation: Electromagnetic radiation
(radioactive) nuclei. In a nuclear explosion, (gamma rays or X rays) or particulate radiation
neutrons can induce radioactivity in the weapon (alpha particles, beta particles, neutrons, etc.)
materials, as well as in the surroundings (e.g., by capable of producing ions, i.e., electrically
interaction with nitrogen in the air and with charged particles, directly or indirectly, in its
sodium, manganese, aluminum, and silicon in passage through matter See Nuclear radiation.
soil and sea water). .

Ionosphere: The region of the atmosphere, ex-
Infrared: Electromagnetic radiations of wave- tending from roughly 40 to 250 miles altitude, in

length between the longest visible red (7,000 which there is appreciable ionization. The pres-
Angstroms or 7 x 10-4 millimeter) and about I ence of charged particles in this region pro-
millimeter. See Electromagnetic radiation. foundly affects the propagation of long-wave-

Initial Nuclear Radiation: Nuclear radiation length electromagnetic radiations (radio and
( . I .radar waves)
essentla Iy neutrons and gamma rays) emitted

from the fireball and the cloud column during the Ion Pair: See Ionization.

first ~inute. af.ter a nuclea~ (or at.omic) explosion. Isomer (or Isomeric Nuclide): See Nuclide.
The lime limIt of one mmute IS set, somewhat
arbitrarily, as that required for the source of part Isotopes: Forms of the same element having
of the radiations (fission products, etc., in the identical chemical properties but differing in their
radioactive cloud) to attain such a height that atomic masses (due to different numbers of neu-
only insignificant amounts of radiation reach the trons in their respective nuclei) and in their
earth's surface. See Residual nuclear radiation. nuclear properties (e.g., radioactivity, fission,

etc.). For example, hydrogen has three isotopes
Integrated Neutron Flux: See F/uence.

wl.th ses f I (h d ) 2 (d t . ) d 3'
mas 0 y rogen , eu enm , an

Intensity: The amount or energy of any radia- (tritium) units, respectively. The first two of
tion incident upon (or flowing through) unit area, these are stable (nonradioactive), but the third
perpendicular to the radiation beam, in unit time. (tritium) is a radioactive isotope. Both of the
The intensity of thermal radiation is generally common isotopes of uranium, with masses of
expressed in calories per square centimeter per 235 and 238 units, respectively, are radioactive,
second falling on a given surface at any specified emitting alpha particles, but their half-lives are
instant. As applied to nuclear radiation, the term different. Furthermore, uranium-235 is fission-
intensity is sometimes used; rather loosely, to able by neutrons of all energies, but uranium-238
express the exposure (or dose) rate at a given will undergo fission only with neutrons of high
location. energy. See Nucleus.

Internal Radiation: Nuclear radiation (alpha Kilo-Electron Volt (or KEV): An amount of
and beta particles and gamma radiation) resulting energy equal to 1,000 electron volts. See Elec-
from radioactive substances in the body. Impor- tron Volt.

tant source.s are iodine-131 in -,he thyroid gland, Kiloton Energy: Defined strictly as 10'2 calories
and stronllum-90 and plutomum-239 m bone (or 4.2x 10'9 ergs). This is approximately the

Inverse Square Law: The law which states that amount of energy that would be released by the
when radiation (thermal or nuclear) from a point explosion of I kiloton (1,000 tons) of TNT. See
source is emitted uniformly in all directions, the TNT equivalent.
amount received per unit are~ at any given .dis- Linear Attenuation Coefficient: See Allenua-
tance from the source, assummg no absorptIon, tio..' n.
IS mversely proportIonal to the square of that
distance. Linear Energy Absorption Coefficient: See

I . t o Th . f Absorption.
onlza Ion: e separatIon 0 a normally elec-
trically neutral atom or molecule into electrically Lip Height: The height above the original sur-
charged components. The term is also employed face to which earth is piled around the crater
to describe the degree or extent to which this formed by an explosion. See Crater.
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Loading: The force on an object or structure or Milliroentgen: A one-thousandth part of a
element of a structure. The loading due to blast is roentgen. See Roentgen.
equal to the net pressure in excess of the ambient M ' ll '

d A th dth rt f d...I lsecon: one- ousan pa 0 a secon .
value multiplIed by the area of the loaded object.
etc. See Diffraction, Drag loading. Mirror Point: A point at which a charged par-

M h F S M h ticle, moving (in a spiral path) along the lines of
ac ront: ee ac stem. . fi Id . fI d b k .

a magnetic e ,IS re ecte ac as It enters a
Mach Region: The region on the surface at stronger magnetic field region. The actual loca-

which the Mach stem has formed as the result of lion of the mirror point depends on the direction
a particular explosion in the air. and energy of motion of the charged particle and

M h St Th h k f t f d b th the ratio of the magnetic field strengths. As a
ac em: e s oc ron orme y e ...

. f th .. d t d fI t d h k f t result, only those partIcles satIsfYing the re-
merging 0 e InCI en an re ec e s oc ron s.f I .

Th t . II d qulrements of the existing situation are reflected.

rom an exp oslon. e erm IS genera y use

with reference to a blast wave, propagated in the Monitoring: The procedure or operation of 10-
air, reflected at the surface of the earth. The cating and measuring radioactive contamination
Mach stem is nearly perpendicular to the reflect- by means of survey instruments which can detect
ing surface and presents a slightly convex (for- and measure (as dose rates) ionizing radiations.
ward) front. The Mach stem is also called the The individual performing the operation is called
Mach front See Shock front, Shock wave. a monitor.

Mass Attenuation Coefficient: See Attenua- Negative Phase: See Shock wave.
tion. Neutron: A neutral particle (i.e., with no elec-

Mass Energy Absorption Coefficient: See Ab- trica! charge) of approximately unit mass, pres-
sorption. ent in all atomic nuclei, except those of ordinary

M N be S N I (light) hydrogen. Neutrons are required to initiateass urn r: ee uc eus. .
the fissIon process, and large numbers of neu-

Mean Free Path: The average path distance a trons are produced by both fission and fusion
particle (neutron or photon) travels before un- reactions in nuclear (or atomic) explosions.
dergoing a specified reaction (with a nucleus or N t FI S PI.eu ron ux: ee ux.
electron) In matter.

Nominal Atomic Bomb: A term, now becom-
Megacurle: One million curIes. See Curle. . b I t d t d .be t . Ing 0 so e e, use 0 escn an a omlc weapon

Megaton Energy: Defined strictly as 10" calo- with an energy release equivalent to 20 kilotons
ries (or 4.2x 1022 ergs). This is approximately the (i.e., 20,000 tons) of TNT. This is very approx-
amount of energy that would be released by the imately the energy yield of the bombs exploded
explosion of 1,000 kilotons (1,000,000 tons) of over Japan and in the Bikini test of 1946.
TNT. See TNT equivalent. Nuclear Cloud: See Radioactive cloud.

MEV (or Million Electron Volt): A unit of Nuclear Radiation: Particulate and electro-
ene~gy commonly used in nuclear p~ysics. It is magnetic radiation emitted from atomic nuclei in

.equivalent to 1.6x 10-6 erg. Approximately 200 var~o~s nuclear processes. The important?uclear, 
MeV of energy ar~ produced for every nucleus radiations, from the weapons standpoint, are
that undergoes fission. See Electron volt. alpha and beta particles, gamma rays, and neu-

Microcurie: A one-millionth part of a curie. See Irons. All nuclear radiations are ionizing radia-
Curie tions, but the reverse is not true; X rays, for
..example, are included among ionizing radia-

MIcrometer: See MIcron. tions, but they are not nuclear radiations since

Micron: A one-millionth part of a meter (i.e., they do not originate from atomic nuclei. See
10-6 meter or 10-4 centimeter); it is roughly four Ionizing radiation, X-rays.
one-hundred-thousandths (4x 10-') of an inch. Nuclear (or Atomic) Tests: Test carried out to

Microsecond: A one-millionth part of a second. supply information required for the design and
..improvement of nuclear (or atomic) weapons and

MIllion Electron Volt: See MeV. to study the phenomena and effects associated

Millirad: A one-thousandth part of a rad. See with nuclear (or atomic) explosions. Many of the
Rad data presented in this book are based on mea-

M ' ll ' A h d h f S surements and observations made at such tests.
I Irem: one-t ousan t part 0 a rem. ee

Rem Nuclear Weapon (or Bomb): A general name
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given to any weapon in which the explosion excess of 1.02 MeV in passing near the nucleus
results from the energy released by reactions of an atom is converted into a positive electron
involving atomic nuclei, either fission or fusion and a negative electron. As a result, the photon
or both. Thus, the A- (or atomic) bomb and the ceases to exist. See Photon.

H- (or hydrogen) bomb are both nuclear weap- Ph t I t ' Ell t Th h b.0 oe ec rlc ec : e process were y a
ons. It would be equally true to call them atomIc ( X ) h t .

h' gamma-ray or -ray p 0 on, WIt energy
weapons, sInce It IS the energy of atomic nuclei h t t th th t fth b. d. ..' .somew a grea er an a 0 e m mg energy
that IS Involved m each case. However, It has ..

be I I h h ..of an electron m an atom, transfers all ItS energy

come more-or- ess customary, a t oug It IS t th I t h. h . tl d.., 0 e e ec ron w IC IS consequen y remove

not stnctly accurate, to refer to weapons m which f th t S.. th I t II 't h.rom e a om. mce I as os a I s energy t e

all the energy results from fissIon as A-bombs or
h t t . t S PL '

. bo b I d k d", P 0 on ceases 0 exls. ee noton.
atomIc m s. n or er to ma e a IStlnctlon,
those weapons in which part, at least, of the Photon: A unit or "particle" of electromagnetic
energy results from thermonuclear (fusion) reac- radiation, carrying a quantum of energy which is
tions of the isotopes of hydrogen have been characteristic of the particular radiation. If v is
called H-bombs or hydrogen bombs. the frequency of the radiation in cycles per sec-

N I ( A ' N I ) Th II ond and A is the wavelength in centimeters, the
uc eus or tomlc uc eus : e sma cen- ..

...'. energy quantum of the photon m ergs IS hv or
tral, posItively charged regIon of an atom whIch hd' h h . PI k ' t t 6 62x 10 27..", w ere IS anc s cons an,. -

carnes essentially all the mass. Except for the d d . th I .t f I.
ht.' ., erg-secon an c IS e ve OCI y 0 Ig

nucleus of ordmary (light) hydrogen, whIch IS a (3 OOx 10'0 t. t d) F' cen Ime ers per secon .or gamma

Single proton, all atomic nuclei contaIn both th h t . II d . rays, e p 0 on energy IS usua y expresse 11\

protons and neutrons. The number of protons . 11' I t It (M V) . t (.
d .

h I .. h .ml Ion e ec ron vo e urn s I.e.,
etermmes t e tota posItive c arge, or atomIC I 24x 10 10/' h ,.. t. tb h..

h f II h . I ..-" were" IS m cen Irne ers or
num er; t IS IS t e same or ate atomic nuc el I 24 10 2/' . f ,.. t )...x-" I "IS In angsroms.
of a given chemical element. The total number of
neutrons and protons, called the mass number, is Plastic Range: The stress range in which a ma-
closely related to the mass (or weight) of the terial will not fail when subjected to the action of
atom. The nuclei of isotopes of a given element a force, but will not recover completely, so that a
contain the same number of protons, but different permanent deformation results when the force is
numbers of neutrons. They thus have the same removed. Plastic deformation refers to dimen-
atomic number, and so are the same element, but sional changes occurring within the plastic range.

they have different mass numbers (and masses). See Elastic range.

~e nuclear properties (e.g., radio~ctivity, fis- Plastic Zone: The region beyond the rupture
slon, neutron capture, etc.) of an IsOtOpe of a zone associated with crater formation in which
given element are determined by both the number there is no visible rupture but in which the
of neutrons and the number of protons. See ground is permanently deformed and compressed
Atom, Element, Isotope, Neutron, Proton. to a higher density. See Crater, Elastic Zone, 'I

Nuclide: An atomic species distinguished by the Rupture lone.
composition of its nucleus (i.e., by the number of Plume: See Column.
protons and the number of neutrons). In isomeric , ,
nuclides the nuclei have the same composition PosItIve Phase: See Shock wave.

but are in different energy states. See Atom, Precursor: An air pressure wave which moves
Neutron, Nucleus, Proton. ahead of the main blast wave for some distance

Overpressure: The transient pressure, usually as a res~lt of .a nuclear (or atomic) e.xplosion of
expressed in pounds per square inch, exceeding appropnate .Yield and low burst height over a
the ambient pressure, manifested in the shock (or heat-absorbIng (or dust.y) surface. The pressure
blast) wave from an explosion. The variation of at th~ precursor f~ont Increases more gradually
the overpressure with time depends on the energy than I? a true (or Ideal) shock .wav~, so. that the
yield of the explosion, the distance from the beh~vlor m the precursor region IS said to be
point of burst, and the medium in which the nomdeal. See Blast wave, Shock front, Shock

weapon is detonated. The peak overpressure is wave.

the maximum value of the overpressure at a Proton: A particle of mass (approximately)
given location and is generally experienced at the unity carrying a unit positive charge; it is identi-
instant the shock (or blast) wave reaches that cal physically with the nucleus of the ordinary
location. See Shock wave. (light) hydrogen atom. All atomic nuclei contain

Pair Production: The process whereby a protons. See Nucleus.

gamma-ray (or X-ray) photon, with energy in Quantum: See Photon.

-~~
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Rad: A unit of absorbed dose of radiation; it which the shock wave is traveling (e.g" air), the
represents the absorption of 100 ergs of nuclear reflected pressure is positive (compression). If
(or ionizing) radiation per gram of absorbing the reverse is true (e.g" when a shock wave in
material, such as body tissue, the ground or water strikes the air surface) the

R d ' t E Th t t I t f th I reflected pressure is negative (rarefaction or ten-
a Ian xposure: e 0 a amoun 0 erma .
radiation energy received per unit area of ex- slon).

posed surface; it is usually expressed in calories Reflection Factor: The ratio of the total (re-
per square centimeter. flected) pressure to the incident pressure when a

R d " t" S I " R d " N I shock (or blast) wave traveling in one medium
a 13 Ion: ee onlzmg alatIon, uc ear ra- .

k hd " Th I d ..strl es anot er.
latlon, erma ra latlon.

R d" t " I . ( S d ) S S Rem: A unit of biological dose of radiation; the
a 13 Ion nJury or yn rome : ee yn- . d ' d f h ... II f hd (R d . t . ) name IS erlve rom t e Inltla etters 0 t e term
romealalon. "' I ( 1) " Throentgen equlva ent man or mamma. e

Radioactive (or Nuclear) Cloud: An AII- number of rems of radiation is equal to the
inclusive term for the cloud of hot gases, smoke, number of rads absorbed multiplied by the RBE
dust, and other particulate matter from the of the given radiation (for a specified effect), The
weapon itself and from the environment, which rem is also the unit of dose equivalent, which is
is carried aloft in conjunction with the rising equal to the product of the number of rads ab-
fireball produced by the detonation of a nuclear sorbed and the "quality factor" of the radiation.
(or atomic) weapon. See Dose, Dose equivalent, Rad, RBE.

Radioactivity: The spontaneous emission of ra- Residual Nuclear Radiation: Nuclear radia-
diation, generally alpha or beta particles, often tion, chiefly beta particles and gamma rays,
accompanied by gamma rays, from the nuclei of which persists for some time following a nuclear
an (unstable) isotope, As a result of this emission (or atomic) explosion, The radiation is emitted
the radioactive isotope is converted (or decays) mainly by the fission products and other bomb
into the isotope of a different (daughter) element residues in the fallout, and to some extent by
which may (or may not) also be radioactive, earth and water constitutents, and other materi-
Ultimately, as a result of one or more stages of als, in which radioactivity has been induced by
radioactive decay, a stable (nonradioactive) end the capture of neutrons. See Fallout, Induced
product is formed. See Isotope, radioactivity, Initial nuclear radiation,

Radio Blackout: The complete disruption of Roentgen: A unit of exposure to gamma (or X)
radio (or radar) signals over large areas caused by radiation. It is defined precisely as the quantity of
the ionization accompanying a high-altitude nu- gamma (or X) rays that will produce electrons (in
clear explosion, especially above about 40 miles, ion pairs) with a total charge of 2,58X 10-4 cou-

Radioisotope: A radioactive isotope. See Iso- 10mb in I kilogram of dry air. ,An exposure of I
to e Radioactivity, roentgen results In the deposItion of about 94

P , ergs of energy in I gram of soft body tissue.

Radionuclide: A radioactive nuclide (or radio- Hence, an exposure of I roentgen is approxi-
active atomic species). See Nuclide. mately equivalent to an absorbed dose of I rad in

Rainout: The removal of radioactive particles soft tissue. See Dose, Rad.

from a nuclear cloud by precipitation when this Rupture Zone: The region immediately adja-
cloud is within a rain cloud. See Washout. cent to the crater boundary in which the stresses

RBE (or Relative Biological Ellective- produced by the explosion have exceeded t~e
ness): The ratio of the number of rads of ultimate strength of the ground medIum. It IS
gamma (or X) radiation of a certain energy which cha.racterized by the appearanc~ of numerous
will produce a specified biological effect to the radial (and o~her) cracks of various sizes. See
number of rads of another radiation required to Crater, PlastIc zone.

produce the same effect is the RBE of the latter Scaling Law: A mathematical relationship
radiation. which permits the effects of a nuclear (or atomic)

R fI ted P Th I h. h explosion of given energy yield to be determined
e ec ressure: e tota pressure w IC .' .

I . I h f h as a function of distance from the explosion (or
resu ts Instantaneous y at t e sur ace w en a .'
h' k ( bl ) I.. d .from ground zero), provided the corresponding

s oc or ast wave trave Ing In one me lum. .'
...effect IS known as a function of distance for a

strikes another medium (e.g., at the Instant when f I . ( f I k '
lt.., re erence exp OSlon e.g., 0 -I on energy

the front of a blast wave In air strikes the ground . Id) S BI t I. I C b t I.Yle .ee as sca mg aw, u e roo aw.

or a structure). If the medium struck (e.g" the
ground or a structure) is more dense than that in Scattering: The diversion of radiation, includ-
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ing radio, radar, thermal, and nuclear, from its namic pressure is somewhat longer than for
orginal path as a result of interactions (or colli- overpressure, due to the momentum of the mov-
sions) with atoms, molecules, or larger particles ing air behind the shock front. The duration of
in the atmosphere or other medium between the the positive phase increases and the maximum
source of the radiations (e.g., a nuclear explo- (peak) pressure decreases with increasing dis-
sion) and a point at some distance away. As a tance from an explosion of given energy yield. In
result of scattering, radiations (especially gamma the second phase, the negative (suction, rarefac-
rays and neutrons) will be received at such a tion, or tension) phase, the pressure falls below
point from many directions instead of only from ambient and then returns to the ambient value.
the direction of the source. The duration of the negative phase may be sev-

Sc 0 Th I . I f t . I eral times the duration of the positive phase.
avengIng: e se ectlve remova 0 ma enaf th d.

t. I d f I I DevIations from the ambIent pressure durIng the
rom e ra loac Ive c ou rom a nuc ear exp 0- .
. b . rt b t h th t negatIve phase are never large and they decrease

Slon y Ine su s ances, suc as ear or wa er, .
od d . h fi b II Th t . I wIth Increasing dIstance from the explosIon. See

Intr uce Into t e re a. e erm IS a so .
I. d h f I f f II t DynamIc pressure, Overpressure.app Ie to t e process 0 remova 0 a ou

particles from the atmosphere by precipitation. Skyshine: Radiation, particularly gamma rays
See Rainout, Snowout, Washout. from a nuclear explosion, reaching a target from

Sh (W O d) U I th t " I .t many directions as a result of scattering by the
ear 10: n ess e erm ve OCI y d " h ..
h ,,' d . d h f d ' ff .oxygen an nitrogen In t e Intervening atmos-

s ear IS use, Win sear re ers 10 I erences In h
direction (directional shear) of the wind at dif- p ere

ferent altitudes. Slant Range: The distance from a given loca-
Sh W II A II ( t' t' ) d . d t tion, usually on the earth's surface, to the point at

ear a: wa or par I Ion eslgne 0 h. h h I .
d...W IC t e exp os Ion occurre .

take a load In the dIrectIon of the plane of the
wall, as distinct from lateral loads perpendicular Slick: The trace of an advancing shock wave
to the wall. Shear walls may be designed to take seen on the surface of reasonably calm water as a
lateral loads as well. See Bearing wall. circle of rapidly increasing size apparently darker

Sh " Id o A t . I b . h. h than Ihe surrounding water. It is observed, in
Ie 109: ny ma ena or 0 structlon w IC .' .
b b ( t t ) d. t. d th t d partIcular, followIng an underwater explosion.

a sor s or atten ua es ra la Ion an us en s
S C kI " I f h ff ee rac.

10 protect personne or materIa s rom tee ects
of a nuclear (or atomic) explosion. A moderately Snowout: The removal of radioactive particles
thick layer of any opaque material will provide from a nuclear cloud by precipitation when this
satisfactory shielding from thermal radiation, but cloud is within a snow cloud. See Rainout.

a considerable thickness of material of high den- Spray Dome: See Dome.
sity may be needed for nuclear radiation shield-
ing. Electrically continuous housing for a facil- Stopping Altitude: The altitude in the vicinity
ity, area, or component, attenuates impinging of which a specified ionizing radiation coming
electric and magnetic fields. from above (e.g., from a high-altitude nuclear

Shock Front (or Pressure Front): The fairly expl~sio~) deposits most of its ene~gy by ab-
sharp boundary between the pressure disturbance sorption ~n the atmosphere. Th.e s~o~plng a~tlt.ude
created by an explosion (in air, water, or earth) vanes with the nature of the IOniZing radiatIon.

and the ambient atmosphere, water, or earth, Stratosphere: A relatively stable layer of the
respectively. It constitutes the front of the shock atmosphere between the tropopause and a height
(or blast) wave. See Shock wave. of about 30 miles in which temperature changes

Shock Wave: A continuously propagated pres- ~ery little. (in pola~ and. temperate zone.s) or
sure pulse (or wave) in the surrounding medium Increases (In the tropIcs) wIth Increasing altItude.
which may be air, water, or earth, initiated by the In the str~tosphe~e clouds of wate.r never form
expansion of the hot gases produced in an ex- and there IS practIcally no convectIon. See Tro-

plosion. A shock wave in air is generally referred popause, Troposphere.
to as a blast wave, because it resembles and is Subsurface Burst: See Underground burstaccompanied by strong, but transient, winds. Underwater burst. 0

The duration of a shock (or blast) wave is distin-
guished by two phases. First there is the positive SupercriticaI: A term used to describe the state
(compression) phase during which the pressure of a given fission system when the quantity of
rises very sharply to a value that is higher than fissionable material is greater than the critical
ambient and then decreases rapidly to the am- mass under the existing conditions. A highly
bient pressure. The positive phase for the dy- supercritical system is essential for the produc-
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tion of energy at a very rapid rate so that an In an air burst, the thermal partition (i.e., the
explosion may occur. See Critical mass. fraction of the total ex{'losion energy emitted as

Surface Burst: The explosion of a nuclear (or thermal radiation) ranges from about 0.35 to
atomic) weapon at the surface of the land or 0.45. The trend is toward the smaller fraction for
water at a height above the surface less than the low yields or low burst heights and toward the
radius of the fireball at maximum luminosity (in higher fraction at high yields or high bursts.
the second thermal pulse). An explosion in which .Above 100,000 feet burst height, the fraction
the weapon is detonated actually on the surface Increases from about 0.45 to 0.6, and then de-
(or within 5 WOJ feet, where W is the explosion creases to about 0.25 at burst altitudes of
yield in kilotons, above or below the surface) is 160,000 to 260.000 feet. At still greater burst
called a contact surface burst or a true surface heigh.ts, the. fraction decreases rapidly with in-
burst. See Air burst. creasing altItude.

Surface Zero: See Ground zero. Thermal Radiation: Electromagnetic radiation
emitted (in two pulses from an air burst) from the

Surge (or Surge Phenomena): See Base surge. fireball as a consequence of its very high tem-

Survey Meter: A portable instrument, such as a perature; it consists essentially of ultraviolet,
Geiger counter or ionization chamber, used to visible, and infrared radiations. In the early
detect nuclear radiation and to measure the dose stages (first pulse of an air burst), when the
rate. See Monitoring. temperature of the fireball is extremely high, the

S d R do t o Th I f ultraviolet radiation predominates; in the second
yn rome, a la Ion: e comp ex 0 symp-
t h t " th do k d .pulse, the temperatures are lower and most of the
oms c arac en zing e lsease nown as ra la- h "" ...

t ... I . f .t ermal radIation lies In the vIsible and Infrared
Ion Injury. resu tlng rom excessive exposure of. ..

the whole (or a large part) of the bod to ionizin regions of the spectrum. For hlgh-altltu~e ~urs~s
d ...Y g (above 100,000 feet), the thermal radiation IS

ra latlon. The earlIest of these symptoms are . tt d .
I I h ..

.'. eml e as a sing e pu se w Ich IS of shortnausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, which may be. '
f II d b I f h . ( . 1 . ) h h duration below about 270,000 feet but increases
.0 owe .y oss 0 au epl atlon, emorr age, at reater burst hei hts.
InflammatIon of the mouth and throat, and gen- g g

eralloss of energy. In severe cases, where the Thermal X-Rays: The electromagnetic radia-
radiation exposure has been relatively large, tion, mainly in the soft (low-energy) X-ray re-
death may occur within 2 to 4 weeks. Those who gion, emitted by the extremely hot weapon resi-
survive 6 weeks after the receipt of a single dose due in virtue of its extremely high temperature; it
of radiation may generally be expected to re- is also referred to as the primary thermal radia-
cover. tion. It is the absorption of this radiation by the
" th V I Th o k Th h . k f ambient medium, accompanied by an increase in
en -a ue IC ness: e t IC ness 0 a '.. t . I h. h .11d h '. temperature, whIch results In the formation of the
gIven ma ena w IC WI ecrease t e intensity fi .

( d ) f d .. h f reball (or other heated regIon) which then emits

or ose 0 gamma ra latlon to one-tent 0 the ..
t .. d . T h I .thermal radIation. See Weapon residue X-ra

yamoun InCI ent upon It. wo tent -va ue thlck- k X 0

.11 d h panca e, -rays.
nesses WI re uce t e dose received by a factor
of lOx 10, i.e., 100, and so on. The tenth-value Thermonuclear: An adjective referring to the
thickness of a given material depends on the process (or processes) in which very high tem-
gamma-ray energy, but for radiation of a partic- peratures are used to bring about the fusion of
ular energy it is roughly inversely proportional to light nuclei, such as those of the hydrogen iso-
the density of the material. topes (deuterium and tritium), with the accom-

T t S N I panying liberation of energy. A thermonuclear
es s: ee uc ear tests. b b ."

om IS a weapon In which part of the explosion
Thermal Energy: The energy emitted from the energy results from thermonuclear fusion reac-

fireball (or other heated region) as thermal radia- tions. The high temperatures required are ob-
tion. The total amount of thermal energy re- tained by means of a fission explosion. See
ceived per unit area at a specified distance from a Fusion.
nuclear (or atomic) explosion is generally ex- 0
pressed in terms of calories per square centime- TNT E~ulvalent: ~ measure of the energy ~e-
ter. See Radiant exposure, Thermal radiation, leased In the. detonation ~f a nuclea: (or atom~c)
Transmittance, X-ray pancake. wea~n, or In the ~xploslon of a gIven quantity

of fissIonable materIal, expressed in terms of the
Thermal Energy Yield (or Thermal mass of TNT which would release the same
Yield): The part of the total energy yield of the amount of energy when exploded. The TNT
nuclear (or atomic) explosi?n. whic~ is received equivalent is usually stated in kilotons or mega-
as thermal energy usually within a minute or less. tons. The basis of the TNT equivalence is that the
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explosion of I ton of TNT is assumed to release clarity of the atmosphere rangin g f 170 .

.. 28 .rom mIles

I~ calories of energy. See Kiloton, Megaton, (0 kIlometers) for an exceptionally clear at-
Yield. mosphere to 0.6 mIle (1.0 kilometer) or less for

, ' .dense haze or fog. The visibilit y onTransmittance (Atmospheric): The fractIon ..an average

.clear day IS taken to be 12 mIles ( 19 kl(or percentage) of the thermal energy receIved at 10meters).
a given location after passage through the at- Washout: The removal of radioactive particles
mosphere relative to that which would have been from a nuclear cloud by precipitation when this
received at the same location if no atmosphere cloud is below a rain (or snow) cloud. See
were present. Rainout, Snowout.

Triple Point: The intersection of the incident, Weapon, Atomic (or Nuclear): See Nuclear
reflected, and merged (or Mach) shock fronts weapon.
accompanying an air burst. The height of the W Deb " Th h. hI d. t. teapon rls: e Ig y ra loac Ive ma e-
triple poInt above the surface (I.e., the heIght of . I . t. f fi . odu t .

0 odM h ..

h .. d .ria , cons IS Ing 0 sslon pr c s, varl us pr -

the ac stem) Increases WIt IncreasIng IS- .
f .I. S At h ucts of neutron capture, and uranium and pluto-

tance rom a gIven exp OSlon. ee ac stem. nium that have escaped fission, remaining after

Tritium: A radioactive isotope of hydrogen, the explosion.
having a mass of 3 units; it is produced in nuclear W R 'd Th t I h t...eapon esl ue: e ex reme yo, com-
reactors by the actIon of neutrons on lIthIum d .d f d t th . t t fI .presse gaseous res! ues orme a e InS an 0

nuc el. h I . f I Tht e exp OSlon 0 a nuc ear weapon. e temper-
Tropopause: The imaginary boundary layer di- ature is several tens of million degrees (Kelvin)

viding the stratosphere from the lower part of the and the pressure is many millions of atmos-

atmosphere, the troposphere. The tropopause pheres.
normally occurs at an altitude of about 25,000 to W "I CI d Ch be S C d t . .I son ou am r: ee on ensa Ion

45,000 feet In polar and temperate zones, and at I df . h . S S h cou. 55,000 eet In t e tropIcs. ee tratosp ere,

Troposphere. Worldwide Fallout: See Fallout.

Troposphere: The region of the atmosphere, X-Ray Pancake: A layer of air, about 30,000
immediately above the earth's surface and up to feet thick at a mean altitude of roughly 270,000
the tropopause, in which the temperature falls feet, which becomes incandescent by absorption
fairly regularly with increasing altitude, clouds of the thermal X rays from explosions above
form, convection is active, and mixing is con- 270,000 feet altitude. The heated air emits ther-
tinuous and more or less complete. mal radiation (of longer wavelengths) in a single

T S rf B S S .f B pulse of several seconds duration. See Thermal
rue u ace urst: ee urJace urst. d . t .'rL I Xra la Ion, I nerma rays.

2 W Concept: The conc~pt that the explosion ~f X Rays: Electromagnetic radiations of high en-
a weapon of energy YIeld W on the earth s ergy having wavelengths shorter than those in the
surface produces (as a result of reflectIon) blast It . I t .. I tha 10 . cm 100..h od d b u raVIO e regIon, I.e., ess n -or
phenomena I~entical. to t. ose pr uce .y a Angstroms. Materials at very high temperatures
wea~n of twIce the Yield (l.e.,.2 W) burst In free (millions of degrees) emit such radiations; they
air (I.e., away from any reflectIng surface). are then called thermal X rays. As generally

Ultraviolet: Electromagnetic radiation of wave produced by X-ray machines, they are brems-
length between the shortest visible violet (about strahlung resulting from the interaction of elec-
3,850 Angstroms) and soft X-rays (about 100 trons of I kilo-electron volt or more energy with
Angstroms). a metallic target. See Bremsstrahlung, Electro-

Underground Burst: The explosion of a nu- magnetic radiation, Thermal X-rays.
clear (or atomic) weapon with its center more Y ' Id ( E Y ' Id) Th I If . ...' Ie or nergy Ie: e tota e ectlve

than 5 ~3 feet, where WIS the explosIon YIeld In ..
k . 1 t be th th rf f th d S energy released In a nuclear (or atomIc) explo-

loons, nea e su ace 0 e groun. ee ...I C . d d d b t Slon. It IS usually expressed In terms of the
a so ontalne un ergroun urs ...

.equIvalent tonnage of TNT required to produce

Underwa~er Burst: The ~Xplosion of a nuclear the same energy release in an explosion. The
(or atomIc) weapon wIth ItS center beneath the total energy yield is manifested as nuclear radia-
surface of the water. tion, thermal radiation, and shock (and blast)

Visibility Range (or Visibility): The horizontal energy, the actual distribution being dependent
distance (in kilometers or miles) at which a large upon the medium in which the explosion occurs
dark object can just be seen against the horizon (primarily) and also upon the type of weapon and
sky in daylight. The visibility is related to the the time after detonation. See TNT equivalent.~
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Guide to Sf Units

The International System of Units (SI) has been adopted in the publications of
several scientific and technical societies in the United States and other countries. It
is expected that in due course that these units will come into general use. The SI
units and conversion factors applicable to this book are given below. For further
information, see "The International System of Units (SI)," National Bureau of
Standards Special Publication 330, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.

Base Units

Quanity SI Unit Symbol

Length meter m

Mass kilogram kg
Time second s
Electric current ampere A
Temperature* kelvin K
* (Temperatures may also be expressed in °C)

Derived Units

Quantity Unit Symbol Formula

Force newton N kgomls'
Pressure pascal Pa Nlm'
Energy, heat, etc. joule 1 Nom
Power watt W lIs
Frequency hertz Hz I (cycle)/s
Radioactivity becquerel Bq I (decay)/s

Absorbed dose gray Gy l/kg

Conversion Factors

To convert from: to: multiply by:

Length, Area, Volume

inch meter (m) 2.540 x 10-'

foot meter (m) 0.3048
yard meter (m) 0.9144
mile kilometer (km) 1.609
centimeter meter (m) 10-2
angstrom meter (m) 10-10
square inch meter2 (m2) 6.452 x 10-'
square foot meter' 9.290 x 10-2

square mile kilometer2 (km') 2.590
cubic foot meter3 (m3) 2.832 x 10-2
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Mass

pound kilogram (kg) 0.4536
ounce kilogram (kg) 2.835 x 10-2

Energy

calorie joule (J) 4.187
erg joule (J) 1.00 x 10-7
MeV joule (J) 1.602 x 10-"
ton (TNT equivalent) joule (J) 4.2 x 10-

Miscellaneous

density (Ib/ft') kg/m3 1.602 x 10
pressure (psi) pascal (Pa) 6.895 x 10'
radiant exposure (callcm2) JIm' 4.187 x 10-
speed (ftlsec) rn/s 0.3048
speed (mileslhour) rn/s 0.4470
dose (rads) gray (Gy) 1.00 x 10-2
dose rate (radslhour) Gyls 2.778 x 10--
curie becquerel (Bq) 3.700 x 10"

The only multiples or submultiples of SI to which appropriate prefixes may be
applied are those represented by factors of IOn or 10-n where n is divisible by 3.
Thus, kilometer (103m or I km), millimeter (10-3m or I mm), and micrometer
(10-6m or I ~m). The centimeter and gram are not used in the SI system, but they
are included in the metric system proposed for adoption in the United States.
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Aftershocks, 2.105, 6.24-6.27 Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, 12.142
Afterwinds, 2.09, 2.18 Attenuation, radiation, see Alpha particles; Beta
Air blast, see Blast particles; Gamma rays, Neutrons; Transmission
Air burst, 1.31-1.35, 1.78, 2.03-2.17, 2.32- factors

2.51, see also High-altitude burst Aurora, artificial, 2.62, 2.142-2.145
afterwinds, 2.09, 2.18
blast wave, 2.32-2.37, see also Blast Ball of fire, see Fireball
damage, see Damage; Structures Base surge, see Surface burst; Underground burst;
definition, 1.31 Underwater burst
EMP, 11.66, 11.67 Beta bums, 12.155-12.162
energy distribution, 1.24-1.27 Beta particles (or radiation), 1.29, 1.43, 1.61-
fireball, 2.03-2.05, 2.110-2.129 1.66,2.42,8.01,9.13
ground shock, 3.51, 3.52 attenuation, 2.42, 9.115, 9.116
injuries, see Injuries and geomagnetic field, see Geomagnetic field
nuclear radiation, 2.41-2.45, see also Nuclear hazard, external, 12.155-12.162

radiation internal, 12.163-12.172
radioactive cloud, see Cloud RBE, 12.97

contamination, 9.48, 9.49 sources, 1.61-1.63
radio and radar effects, see Radio and radar stopping altitude, 10.29
thermal radiation, 2.38-2.40, see also Thermal Beta patch, 2.141

radiation Biological effectiveness, relative (RBE), 12.95
Aircraft, damage, 5.94, 5.95, 5.151-5.154 Biological effects of nuclear radiations, see Nu-
Alpha particles (or radiation), 1.65,2.41,8.01, clear radiations

8.03,9.40-9.42,9.114 Biological half-life, 12.170
attenuation, 2.42, 9.114 Blackout radio, see Radio and radar
contamination, 9.42 Blast (and Blast wave), 1.01, 1.25, 2.32-2.37,
hazard, 9.114,12.97,12.165,12.173 3.01-3.85,6.02,6.80,6.81, see also Dynamic
RBE, 12.97 pressure; Overpressure; Shock wave
sources, 2.41, 8.01, 9.40-9.43 altitude effect, 3.44-3.46, 3.64-3.68

Animals, nuclear explosion effects, 12.240- arrival time, 3.09, 3.14, 3.63, 3.77
12.254 atmospheric effects on, 3.39-3.43

Arch, loading, 4.62-4.66 bending of, 3.42, 3.43
Arching effect, soil, 6.96--6.99 characteristics, 3.01-3.20
Area integral, fallout, 9.160 damage, see Damage
ARGUS effect, 2.146, 2.147 and height of burst, 3.30-3.34
Atmosphere, density vs. altitude, 3.66, 10.123, development, 3.01-3.20

10.124 diffraction, 4.03, see also Loading
ionization, 10.09-10.12, see also Ionosphere duration, 3.14, 3.15, 3.63, 3.76
pressure vs. altitude, 3.66 front, 1.01, 2.32, 3.02, 3.03
properties, 3.66 and ground shock, 3.51, 3.52
scale height, 10.123 impulse, 3.49
structure, 9.126-9.129 injuries, see Injuries
visibility, 7.12 interaction with structures, 4.01-4.67

A:om, 1.07 loading, see Loading
Atomic bomb (or weapon), 1.11, see also Nuclear Mach effect, see Mach effect

weapons and meteorological conditions, 3.39-3.43
cloud, see Cloud negative phase, 3.04, 3.05
explosion, see Nuclear explosion nonideal, 3.47, 4.67
number, 1.09 positive phase, 3.05
structure, 1.06-1.09 precursor, 3.49, 3.79-3.85, 4.67

644
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pressure, see Dynamic pressure; Overpressure scavenging, 9.67-9.74
pr?perties,3.53-3.59 stabilized, 2.15, 9.84, 9.91, 9.96
heigh! of burst ~urves, ~. 73-3. 77 Column, in underwater burst, 2.67, 2.68

Ranklne-Hugomot relations, 3.53-3.56 Compton effect, 8.89, 8.90 8.95 897 8 103reftection,3.21-3.29,3.78,seealsoMachef- 11.105 " .,. ,

fect and EMP, 11.60-11.63, 11.66
irregular,3.24 Concrete, radiation shielding, 8.41, 8.68, 8.69,
regular, 3.22 8.72,9.120

refraction, 3.42, 3.43 structures, damage, see Damage
scaling laws, 3.60-3.63 Conjugate points (or regions), 2.143, 10.49,
and structures, see Damage; Loading 10.64, 10.65
surface (or terrain) effects, see Terrain effects Condensation cloud, 2.47-2.50, 2.66
target response, 5.08-5.18, see also Damage Contamination, radioactive, 9.48-9.113, 9.154-
velocity, 3.55 9.162, see also Fallout; Fission products; Ra-
wind, 3.07, 3.13, 3.55 dioactivity, induced

Blood, radiation effects, 12.124-12.132 in air bursts, 9.48, 9.49
Boltzmann constant, 7.73 decay, 1.64,9.15-9.130,9.146-9.153

-Stefan law, 7.82 distribution patterns, 9.75-9.113
Bone seekers, 12.165 dose calculations, 9.15-9.30
Boosted weapons, 1.72 hot spots, 2.31, 9.66, 9.105
Breakaway, fireball, 2.120, 2.121 in surface and subsurface bursts, 9.50-9.52,
Bridges, damage, 5127, 5.139, 5.140 9.61
Buildings, damage, see Damage in underwater bursts, 9.53-9.55
Burns, 7.32, 12.13, 12.14, 12.22, 12.51-12.89 Crack, in underwater burst, 2.65

beta,12.155-12.162 Crater, 2.21, 2.90, 6.03-6.11, 6.70-6.79
classification, 12.51-12.58 dimensions, 6.08~.II, 6.70-6.72
under clothing, 12.59-12.60 formation mechanism, 2.92-2.94
to eyes, see Eye injuries plastic zone, 6.07, 6.70
ftame, 12.51 rupture zone, 6.07, 6.70
flash, 7.32, 12.13, 12.14, 12.18, 12.51, underwater, 6.60, 6.61

12.74-12.78 Critical mass (or size), 1.46-1.53
incapacitation from, 12.61, 12.62 attainment in weapon, 1.51-1.53
in Japan, 12.13, 12.14, 12.18, 12.68-12.73 Crops, see Plants
profile,12.70 Cross section, neutron, 8.112
and radiant exposure, 12.63-12.69 Curie, 9.141

Buses, damage, 5.87
Damage, 5.01-5.161, 6.104-6.114

Cancer, nuclear radiation, 12.147-12.151 administrative buildings, 5.19-5.27, 5.139-

Capture gamma rays, 8.08 5.141
Carbon-14, in nature, 12.198 aircraft, 5.94, 5.95, 5.151-5.154

in weapons residues, 12.197-12.199 arches and domes, 6.101
Casualties, 12.01-12.21, see also Injuries automobiles, 5.86--5.91, 5.146

in buildings, 12.17 brick structures, 5.139, 5.140
in Japan, 12.08-12.22 bridges, 5.127, 5.139, 5.140

Cataracts, nuclear radiation, 12.144-12.146 buses, 5.87
Cattle, see Animals chimneys, 5.34
Cavity, in underground burst, 2.102, 6.85~.88 commercial buildings, 5.19-5.27,5.139,5.140
Cesium-137, in delayed fallout, 9.124, 12.184- communications equipment, 5.122-5.126,

12.187 5.148
Chain reaction, see Fission concrete buildings, 5.20-5.27, 5.139, 5.140
Chimney, in underground burst, 2.103, 6.88, 6.89 diffraction-sensitive structures, 5.139-5.145
Clean weapon, see Nuclear weapons -distance relationships, 5.140, 5.146
Cloud, condensation, 2.47-2.50, 2.66 domestic appliances, 5.114

radioactive, 2.06--2.17,2.19,2.43,2.68,2.97, drag-sensitive structures, 5.146-5.154
9.07-9.09 dwellings, see Damage, residences
dimensions, 2.16 electrical distribution systems, 5.98-5.105
height, 2.16, 9.96,10.158 fabrics, 7.33-7.36, 7.44-7.48
rate of rise, 2.12 forests, 5.146, 5.149, 5.150, 7.60
radioactivity in, 9.61 frame buildings, 5.25, 5.26, 5.37-5.51, 5.139,
radius, 2.16 5.140

,1_- II
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gas systems, 5.108-5.121 Electromagnetic pulse (EMP), 1.38, 2.46,2.61,
houses, see Damage, residences 11.01-11.76
hydraulic structures, 6.122-6.125 and animals, 11.20
industrial buildings, 5.04, 5.28-5.51,5.139, characteristics, 11.04, 11.07-11.09, 11.63-

5140 11.65
in Japan, see Japan, nuclear explosions and Compton current, 11.60, 11.61
machine tools, 5.128-5.133 damage, 11.18-11.20, 11.26, 11.3a-11.33,

masonry buildings, 5.76-5.79, 5.139, 5.140 11.49-11.59
mobile homes, 5.8a-5.84 electrical systems, 11.26, 11.32, 11.33,
oil tanks, 5.155 11.49-11.53
plastics, 7.39, 7.40 electronic equipment, 11.30, 11.31
railroad equipment, 5.92, 5.93, 5.146 and electrical power systems, 11.49-11.53
residences, 5.04, 5.52-5.84, 5.139, 5.140, energy collectors, 11.16, 11.17

7.28 coupling, 11.27-11.29
ships, 5.96, 5.97, 5.146, 6.63-6.65 high-altitude bursts, 11.03, 11.13-11.15,
smokestacks, 5.34 11.26, 11.7a-11.76
storage tanks, 5.155 medium-altitude bursts, 11.66, 11.67
subways, 6.106 protection, 11.19, 11.33-11.40

transportation equipment, 5.85-5.97, 5.146, and radio stations, 11.54-11.57
5.147 surface bursts, 11.03, 11.1a-11.12, 11.68,

tunnels, 6.109 11.69
utilities,5.98-5.121 system-generated,II.21-11.25
vehicles, 5.86-5.91, 5.146 and telephone systems, 11.58, 11.59
water systems, 5.106, 5.107 testing for response, 11.41-11.48

Decay, radioactive, 1.02, 1.62 theory, 1160-11.76
fission products, 1.54 see also Fallout, decay Electromagnetic radiation, 1.73-1.79, see also

Decibel, 10.126 Thermal radiation
Detection ionizing radiation, see Measurement Electromagnetic waves, see Radio and radar
Deuterium fusion reactions, 1.16, 1.67-1.71 Electron, 1.08, see also Beta particles
Diffraction loading, see Loading Electron volt, definition, 1.42

.-sensitive structures, 5.139-5.145 EMP, see Electromagnetic pulse
DIrty weapons, 9.47 Energy distribution in nuclear explosions, 1.22-
Dose (and dose rate), radiation, 8.17-8.19 1.27,7.88,7.101,7.102

absorbed, 8.18,12.94 Energy fission 1.43
biologically effective, 12.93-12.97 fusio~, 1.69'
exposure, 8.19,12.93 E . Id I . I 20 I 21 I 45f ... I d .. 8 33 8 64 8 121 8 127 nergy Yle ,exp OSlon, ., ., .
romlmtlaralatlon,.,.,. -. E . t. I d..

848f .
d I (f II ) d .. 9 12 9 30 vaslve ac Ion, nuc ear ra latlon, .rom reSI ua a out ra latlon, .-.

th I d . t . 7 87'.

f 8 72 9 120 erma ra la Ion, .transmiSSIon actors, ., ..
Dosimeter, 8.21, 8.24, 8.29 ExplosIon, atomic, see Nuclear explosion

Drag loading, see Loading Eye injuries, 7.32, 12.79-12.89
-sensitive structures, 5.146-5.154 cataracts, 12.144

Ductility, materials and structures, 5.14-5.18 ftashblindness, 12.83, 12.84,12.87-12.89
Dynamic pressure, 3.06-3.08, 3.13-3.20 keratitis, 12.80

decay rate, 3.07, 3.13, 3.58 retinal burns, 12.85-12.89
-distance relationships, 3.75
duration, 3.76 Fabric damage, thermal, 7.33-7.36, 7.44,7.48
and height of burst, 3.75 Fallout, 2.18-2.31, 2.99, 9.01-9.166
loading, see Loading, drag air burst, 9.48, 9.49
Rankine-Hugoniot relations, 3.55 attenuation of radiation from, 9.114-9.120
surface effects, 3.50, 3.82 from BRA YO explosion, 9.114-9.120
and wind, 3.07, 3.13-3.17, 3.55 cesium-137 in delayed, 9.124,9.145,12.184-

12.187
Earth, shielding, 8.41, 8.72, 9.156, 9.161 contamination, 9.48-9.113
Earthquakes, and underground bursts, 6.24-6.27 distribution, 9.75-9.113
Effective half-life, 12.170 contours, see Fallout patterns
Electrical and electronic equipment, EMP effects, decay, 1.64, 9.12-9.30, 9.145-9.153

11.26-11.59 half-residence time, 9.133
nuclear radiation effects, 8.73-8.88, 8.133- stratospheric, 9.130, 9.131, 9.135-9.139

8.144 tropospheric, 9.130-9.134

--~
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from weapons tests, 9.140-9.141 Fires, 7.49-7.70
distribution, 9.59-9.63, see also Fallout pat- in Japan, 7.61-7.80

terns mass, 7.58-7.60
dose, 9.16-9.30, 9.146-9.162 origin, 7.49-7.53

rate, area integral, 9.160 spread,7.54-7.60
early, 2.28, 9.03, 9.06-9.30 Firestorm, 7.58, 7.71
fractionation, 9.06-9.10 Fission, 1.13,1.14,1.21,1.42-1.56
hazard, to animals, 12.244-12.254 chain, 1.42, 1.46-1.50, 1.54-1.59

to humans, 12.155-12.200 energy, 1.15, 1.20, 1.21
to plants, 12.255-12.265 distribution, 1.42-1.45

and height of burst, 2.128 TNT equivalent, 1.45
hot spots, 2.31, 9.66, 9.105 explosion time scale, 1.54-1.59
iodine in delayed, 9.123 fragments, 1.42, 1.43
local, see Fallout, early generation time, 1.54
particles, rate of fall, 9.163-9.166 products, 1.15, 1.26, 1.29, 1.43, 1.60-1.66,
patterns, 9.75-9.114 2.06, 2.10, 2.11, see also Fallout, decay

idealized, 9.83-9.103 weapons, see Nuclear weapons
limitations, 9.99-9.103 F]ame bums, see Bums, flame
wind effect, 9.96-9.98 Flash blindness, 12.83, 12.84, 12.87-12.89

plutonium in, 9.40, 12.173 Flash bums, see Bums, flash
protection factors, 9.120 Fluorescence radiation, high-altitude burst, 2.131,
and rainfall, 9.67-9.74 2.138-2.141
rainout,9.74 Fog, and thermal radiation, 7.16, 7.17
scavenging, 2.30, 9.67-9.74 Food plants, see Plants
stratospheric, 9.130, 9.131, 9.135-9.139 Forests, damage, 5.146, 5.149, 5.150, 7.60
strontium-90 in delayed, 9.124, 9.140-9.145, Fractionation, fallout, 9.06-9.10

12.188-12.196 Fusion reactions, 1.13, 1.16-1.18, 1.67-1.72
surface burst, 2.23-2.31, 9.50-9.52 weapons, see Thermonuclear weapons
surface (or terrain) effect, 9.95,9.101,9.156,

9.161 Gamma rays (or radiation), 1.28-1.30, 1.43,
tropospheric, 9.130-9.134 1.61-1.66,1.71,8.01,8.04,8.08-8.48
underground burst, 2.99, 9.05, 9.51, 9.52 attenuation, 8.38-8.42, 8.95-8.104, 9.117-
underwater burst, 2.82, 2.85,9.05,9.53-9.58 9.120
uranium in, 9.40-9.43 coefficients, 8.95-8.102
washout, 9.74 biological effectiveness, 12.94
worldwide, see Fallout, delayed buildup factor, 8.103, 8.104

Farm animals, see Animals capture, 8.08
Film badge, 8.26 delayed,8.13
Fireball, 1.32, 1.36, 1.40,2.03-2.05, 2.18, 2.36, delivery rate, 8.46-8.48

2.38-2.40, 2.54-2.59, 2.110-2.137, 7.73- dose-distance relationships, 8.31-8.37,8.125-
7.105 8.132
air burst, 2.03-2.05, 2.106-2.129, 7.83, 7.86 evasive action, 8.48

breakaway in, 2.120 half-value thickness, 8.39
debris uptake, 2.09, 2.18, 2.19, 9.50, 9.59 hazard,12.91-12.92
development, 2.110-2.121 hydrodynamic enhancement, 8.36, 8.47
dimensions, 1.32, 2.05, 2.127-2.129 inelastic scattering, 8.09
high-altitude burst, 2.53-2.59, 2.132, 2.136, interaction with matter, 8.17, 8.89-8.104

7.22 ionization by, 8.17, 8.21
ionization, 10.21-10.24, 10.40-10.44, 10.53- measurement, 8.20-8.30

10.55, 10.62 prompt, 8.12
shock front development, 2.115-2.120 RBE,12.94
surface burst, 2.18, 7.20 scattering, 8.44, 8.45
thermal power, 7.82-7.85 shielding, 8.05, 8.38-8.45, 8.72, 9.120
thermal radiation, 2.38-2.40, 7.01-7.04,7.75, skyshine, 8.44

7.76,7.80-7.84 sources, 1.61-1.63,8.08-8.16,9.16
underground burst, 2.91, 7.21 spectrum, nuclear explosion, 8.105
underwater burst, 2.64, 7.21 stopping altitude, ]0.29
X-ray, 2.110-2.119 tenth-value thickness, 8.39-8.42, 8.102-8.104
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transmission factors, 8.72, 9.120 Hiroshima, nuclear explosion, 2.24, see also

and weapon yield, 8.63, 8.64 Japan
Gas systems, damage, 5.108-5.121 Hot spots, 2.31, 9.66, 9.105
Geiger counter, 8.21 House damage, see Damage, residences
Genetic effects, radiation, 12.208-12.219 Hydraulic fill, craters, 6.09
Geomagnetic field, and auroral phenomena, Hydraulic structures, damage, 6.122-6.125

2.142-2.145 Hydrodynamic enhancement, 8.36, 8.47, 8.128-

and beta particle motion, 2.143, 10.27, 10.46- 8.131
10.51 phase, fireball, 2.117

conjugate regions, 2.141, 2.143,10.27,10.47, separation, 2.115
10.64 Hypocenter, explosion, 2.34

and ionization, 10.46-10.51, 10.55, 10.63- Hydrogen bomb, see Thermonuclear weapons
10.66 isotopes, 1.16, 1.17, 1.67-1.69

and weapon debris, 10.55, 10.63, 10.64, 10.70
Glass, missile hazard, 12.42, 12.43, 12.238 Ignition, materials, 7.33-7.40
Ground motion, in surface burst, 6.12-6.17 Implosion, 1.53

in underground burst, 6.33-6.40, 6.90-6.93 Impulse, 3.59, 3.63, 3.65, 3.66
Ground shock, see Shock and structure loading, 4.54, 4.56, 4.66
Ground zero, 2.34 Incendiary effects, see Fires
Gun-barrel assembly, 1.52 Induced radioactivity, 8.16, 9.31-9.39

Industrial buildings, damage, 5.04, 5.28-5.51,
Half-life, biological, 12.170 5.139,5.140

effective, 12.170 Initial nuclear radiation, 1.02, 1.26-1.29, 1.34,
radioactive, 1.63 1.37-1.39,2.41-2.45,8.01-8.72,8.89-8.124,

Half-residence time, delayed fallout, 9.133 9.04, see also Gamma rays; Neutrons
Half-value thickness, 8.39 Injuries, 12.01-12.239, see also Burns; Casual-
Harbor damage, see Hydraulic structures ties; Radiation injury
Height of burst and blast damage, 3.30-3.33 blast, direct 12.24-12.38, 12.239

and blast wave arrival time, 3.77 indirect, 12.39-12.50, 12.238
and dynamic pressure, 3.75 blood, see Blood

duration, 3.76 burn, 12.51-12.78, see also Burns
and fallout, 2.128 causes, 12.18
optimum, 3.73 combined,12.133-12.143
and overpressure, 3.73 eardrums, 12.38

duration, 3.76 eye, see Eye injuries
scaling, 3.62 in Japan, 12.08-12.23, 12.68-12.78, 12.114-

Hematological effects, radiation, 12.124-12.132 12.132,12.144--12.154
High-altitude burst, 1.24, 1.36, 1.37, 2.52-2.62, ionizing radiation, 12.91, see also Radiation

2.130-2.150 injury
auroral phenomena, 2.62, 2.142-2.145 lung damage, 12.38
beta patch, 2.141 from missiles, 12.41-12.48
blast, 3.68 nuclear radiation, see Burns, beta; Radiation

definition, 1.36, 2.130 injury
and EMP, see Electromagnetic pulse protection by buildings, 12.17
energy distribution, 1.36,2.130,7.89-7.92 thermal radiation, see Burns
eye injuries, 12.87 Iodine in delayed fallout, 9.123
fireball, 2.53-2.59, 2.131, 2.136, 7.22 Ionization, 1.38,8.17,10.04
FISHBOWL series, 2.52 atmospheric, 10.09-10.20, see also Geomag-
fluorescence radiation, 2.131, 2.138-2.141 netic field
ionization, atmospheric, 10.40-10.74 and electromagnetic waves, 10.04--10.08,
and ozone layer, 2.148-2.150 10.125-10.137
phenomena, 1.36, 1.37, 2.52-2.60, 2.130- in nuclear explosions, 10.21-10.74

2.150 below 10 miles, 10.34--10.39
radio and radar effects, 10.89-10.121 10 to 40 miles, 10.40-10.52
shock wave, 2.136 40 to 65 miles, 10.53-10.61
thermal radiation, 2.131-2.135, 7.89-7.92, above 65 miles, 10.62-10.74

7.102-7.105 Ionizing radiation, 12.91, see also Nuclear radia-
X-ray pancake, 2.130, 7.91, 7.103 tion
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Ionosphere, 10.09-10.20 fallout, 9.66-9.74 9 102 see al H,., so ot spots.electron density, 10.09 Scavenging ,

delayed radiation effects, 10.154-10.164 fires, 7.54, 7.58, 7.71, 7.72
nuclear explosion effects, see Ionization, in Million electron volt (or MeV), 1.42

nuclear explosions Mobile homes, damage, 5.80-5.84
prompt radiation effects, 10.138-10.153 Monitoring, ionizing radiation, see Measurement

radio and radar effects, see Radio and radar Mutations, see Genetic effects

lonpairs,I.38,8.17Iron, radiation shielding, 8.41, 8.104 Nagasaki, nuclear explosion, 2.24, see also Japan
Isothermal sphere, fireball, 2.114-2.120,2.124 Neoplasms, nuclear radiation, 12.147-12.151

Isotopes,I.09 Neutron, 1.08, 1.31,8.01,8.04,8.49-8.72
hydrogen, 1.16, 1.17, 1.67-1.69 absorption (or attenuation), 8.66-8.72, 9.120

capture, 8.08, 8.11, 8.16, 8.54, 8.56, 9.31-

Japan, nuclear explosions, 2.24 9.39
casualties,12.08-12.23 cross section, 8.112
nuclear radiation injuries, 12.114-12.132, delayed, 8.50

12.144-12.154 dose-distance relationships, 8.121-8.124

structural damage, 5.28-5.34, 5.52, 5.53, fast, 8.52
5.85,5.98,5.106-5.108,5.127 ftuence, 8.61

thermal radiation, burns, 12.68-12.78 flux, 8.60
incendiary effects, 7.61-7.72 measurement, 8.58-8.62
materials effects, 7.44-7.48 hydrodynamic enhancement, 8.50

induced activity, 8.16,9.31-9.39
Keloid formation, 12.78 initial nuclear radiation, 8.01,8.04,8.49-8.72
Keratitis,12.80 interaction with matter, 8.107-8.113

ionization, 8.58, 8.59
Leukemia, nuclear radiation, 12.147-12.149 measurement, 8.58-8.62
Lithium deuteride, 1.70, 1.71 prompt, 8.50
Loading, blast, 4.01-4.67, 6.94-6.103 RBE, 12.97

arched structures, 4.62-4.66 scattering, 2.41, 8.09, 852, 8.53, 8.107,8.108
buried structures, 6.94-6.103 shielding, 8.66-8.72, 9.120
development,4.22-4.37 slow, 8.52

shape effect, 4.35-4.37 slowing down, 8.54
size effect, 4.31-4.34 sources, 8.01, 8.04, 8.49-8.57

diffraction, 4.03, 4.05-4.11 spectrum, 8.53, 8.114-8.120
drag, 4.12-4.14, 4.29 equilibrium, 8.118, 8.119
nonideal blast wave, 4.67 thermal, 8.52
structures, 4.15-4.20, 4.41-4.67 from thermonuclear (fusion) reactions, 1.69,

box-like, closed, 4.41-4.45 1.72,8.57,8.116,8.117,8.119
partially open, 4.46-4.51 transmission factors, 8.72, 9.120

cylindrical,4.57-4.16 transmission from source, 8.52-8.56, 8.117-

open-frame, 4.52-4.56 8.120
Lung injuries, 12.15, 12.28, 12.38 Nitrogen, neutron reaction, 8.11, 8.54, 8.56,

8.110, 9.34
Mach effect, 2.33-2.37, 3.24-3.31, 3.34 Nuclear explosion, blast wave, 1.01, see also

front (or stem), 2.33-2.37, 3.25 Blast; Shock
and height of burst, 3.29 casualties, see Casualties
triple point, 3.25 characteristics, 1.01-1.23

Machine tools damage, 5.128-5.133 and conventional explosions, 1.01-1.03

Marshall Islands, inhabitants, 12.175-12.183 damage, see Damage
Masonry buildings, damage, 5.76-5.79, 5.139, description, air burst, 2.03-2.51, see also Air

5.140 burst
Meanfreepath,2.113,7.79 high-altitude burst, 2.52-2.62, see also

Measurement, ionizing radiation, 8.20-8.30, High-altitude burst
8.58-8.62 surface burst, 2.03-2.51, see also Surface

Megacurie, 9.141 burst
Mesosphere, 3.42, 9.126 underground burst, 2.90-2.105
Meteorological effects, blast wave, 3.39-3.43 underwater burst, 2.63-2.89
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fireball development, see Fireball Ozone layer, nuclear explosion effects, 2.148-
incendiary effects, see Fires 2.150
injuries, see Injuries; Radiation injury
ionization, see Ionization Pair production, gamma-ray, 8.92
nuclear radiation, see Nuclear radiation Particles, rate of fall, 9.163-9.166
pressures, 2.107 Pathology, radiation injury, 12.220-12.237
principles, 1.46-1.59 Photoelectric effect, gamma-ray, 8.91
radio and radar effects, see Radio and radar Photon I 74 7 79
shock wave, 1.01, see also Blast; Shock Planck'eq~ati'on.(or theory), 1.74,7.73,7.74
temperatures, 1.23, 2.107, 7.75 Plants, nuclear explosion effects, 12.240-12.243,
thermal radiation, see Thermal radiation 12.255-12.265
types, 1.31-1.41,2.01,2.02 Plastic deformation, 5.15

Nuclear radiation, 1.02, 1.34-1.39, 2.41-2.45 Plastics, thermal damage, 7.39
from air burst, 1.33-1.35, 2.44, 2.45 Plastic zone crater 607 670
biological effects, on animals, 12.240-12.254 Plutonium, ftssion,J.i4,J.i5, 1.18, 1.42, 1.44,

on man, see Radiation injury 1.45
on plants, 12.240-12.243, 12.255-12.265 hazard,12.173

initial, see Initial nuclear radiation in weapons residues, 9.40-9.43
injuries, see Radiation injury Polar front, 9.127
prompt, 2.41 Precursor, blast wave, 3.49, 3.79-3.85
residual, see Residual nuclear radiation loading, 4.67
from surface burst, 2.23-2.31, 8.37, 8.65, Pressure, blast and shock, see Dynamic pressure;

9.5a-9.52 Loading; Overpressure
transmission factors, 8.72, 9.120 Profile burns, 12.70
from underground burst, 1.39, 2.99, 2.100 Protection, see Evasive action; Shielding
from underwater burst, 2.77-2.79, 2.81, 2.82, factors, initial radiation, 8.72

2.89 fallout 9120Nuclear weapons, 1.02,1.11, 1.19-1.21,1.51- Proton, 1.08 .

1.72, see also Nuclear explosions
boosted, 1.72 Quantum, 1.74
clean and dirty, 9.47 theory see Planckcriticality attainment, 1.51-1.53 '

fission,I.46-1.59 Rad,8.18
fusion, 1.67-1.72, see also Thermonuclear ff R d . d dRadar e ects, see a 10 an ra ar

weapons.Isalted, 9.11 RadIant exposure, 7.35
power, 7.74, 7.82-7.84, 7.86thermonuclear, see Thermonuclear weapons

R d 12 90-12 237.Id I 20 I 21 a latlon inJury,. .
N Ylle , .'.'

I 08 acute, 12.J02-12.132
uc~us, atomIC, .blood 12.124-12.132

Nuclide, 1.10 '
d. t. I 30 cancer (neoplasms), 12.147-12.151

ra loac Ive, .
12 144-12 146cataracts,. .

Oil-tank damage, 5.155 clinical phenomena, 12.108-12.123

Overpressure, 2.33, 3.01-3.05,3.21-3.34, delayed,12.142-12.154
3.53-3.85, see also Blast; Loading; Mach ef- from fallout,
fect early, 12.155-12.183
decay rate, 3.09, 3.57 delayed, 12.184-12.200
distance relationships, 3.73 genetic, 12.208-12.219
duration, 3.76 pathology,12.22a-12.237
free air, 3.72 thyroid, 12.171, 12.181-12.183
and height of burst, 3.73, 3.76 Radiation Effects Research Foundation, 12.142
loading, see Loading, diffraction Radiation, nuclear, see Gamma rays; Neutrons;
negative, 3.05 Nuclear radiation
peak, 3.02, 3.74 Radioactive capture, neutrons, 8.08

arrival time, 3.77 Radioactive cloud, see Cloud
Rankine-Hugoniot relations, 3.55, 3.56 Radioactive half-life, 1.63
reflected, 3.56, 3.78 Radioactivity, 1.02, 1.28-1.30, 1.61-1.66, see
scaling, 3.66 also Fallout
surface (terrain) effects, 3.47-3.50, 3.79-3.85 induced, 8.16, 9.31-9.39
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Radioflash, see Electromagnetic pulse Shock (and Shock wave), 1.01, 1.33, 6.82-6.84,
Radionuclide, 1.30 see also Blast
Radio and radar effects, 10.01-10.164, see also front, 1.01,3.03

Ionization, in nuclear explosions in fireball, 2.155-2.120
attenuation, signal, 10.78, 10.79 ground, in air burst, 3.51, 3.52
blackout, 10.01 damage from, 6.104-6.114
Doppler shift, 10.83 in surface burst, 6.12-6.17
degradation, signal, 10.75-10.77 in underground burst, 6.18, 6.19, see also
HF (high-frequency), 10.100-10.107 Seismic effects
hydromagnetic disturbance, 10.26 in underwater burst, 6.14-6.52, 6.115-6.118
initial radiation, 10.149-10.153 Skin burns, see Burns
LF (low-frequency), 10.97, 10.98 Skyshine, gamma-ray, 8.44
MF (medium-frequency), 10.82-10.84 Slick, in underwater burst, 2.65
noise, 10.80, 10.81 Smoke, and thermal radiation, 7.16, 7.17
phase changes, 10.82-10.84, 10.94 Soil, vaporization in surface burst, 2.18
radar systems, 10.114-10.122 Spray dome in underwater burst, 2.66, 2.84 !
radio systems, 10.89-10.113, 10.122 Stagnation pressure, 4.25 Cj
residual radiation, 10.154-10.164 Stefan-Boltzmann law, 7.82
scattering, 10.87, 10.88 Stopping altitude, 10.29
summary, 10.122 Storage tank, damage, 5.155
UHF (ultrahigh-frequency), 10.112, 10.113 Stratosphere, 9.126
VHF (very-high-frequency), 10.92-10.111 fallout from, 9.130, 9.131, 9.135-9.139
VLF (very-low-frequency), 10.92-10.96 Stopping altitude, radiation, 10.29

Railroad equipment, damage, 5.92, 5.93, 5.146 Strontium-90 in delayed fallout, 9.124, 9.140-
Rainout, 9.74 9.145
Rankine-Hugoniot relations, 3.53-3.56 radiation hazard, 12.188-12.196
RBE (Relative biological effectiveness), 12.94 Structural damage, see Damage
Reflection, blast wave, see Blast wave; Mach Structures, see Damage; Loading

effect Subsurface bursts, see Surface; Underground;
Reinforced-concrete buildings, damage, 5.2a- Underwater

5.27,5.139,5.140 Subways, damage, 6.106
Relative biological effectiveness (RBE), 12.94 Surface (and shallow underground) burst, 1.40,
Rem, 12.95 2.18-2.31,2.90-2.100,6.01-6.18
Residences, damage, 5.04, 5.52-5.84, 5.139, air blast, 2.32-2.37, 3.34-3.74, 6.02, 6.80,

5.140,7.28 6.81
Residual nuclear radiation, 1.02, 1.26-1.30, characteristics, 2.18-2.37, 2.90-2.100, 6.01-

1.35,1.39,9.01-9.166, see also Fallout; Ra- 6.18
dioactivity, induced contact, 3.34, 3.74

Response, spectrum, 6.90 crater formation, 2.21, 2.90-2.94, 6.03-6.11,
structures, 5.08-5.18, see also Damage 6.70-6.79, see also Crater

Retinal burns, see Eye injuries damage in, 6.28-6.31, 6.94-6.103

Roentgen, 8.17 EMPeffect, 11.03, 11.1a-11.12, 11.68,11.69
Rupture zone, crater, 6.07, 6.70 fallout, 2,23-2.31,9.50-9.52, see also Fallout

fireball, 2.18, 7.20
Scattering, see Compton effect; Gamma radiation; ground motion, 6.82-6.84

Thermal radiation; Neutrons ground shock, 6,12-6.18
Scavenging, fallout, 2.30, 9.67-9.74 nuclear radiation, initial, 8.37, 8.65, see also
Scintillation counter, 8.23 Nuclear radiation
Seismic effects, 2.102, 2.105, 6.19-6.27 residual, 2.23-2.31, 9.5a-9.52
Semiconductor detector, 8.22 radioactive cloud, 2.19-2.22
Semiconductor, EMP effects, 11.31, 11.32 contamination, 9.50-9.52

radiation effects, 8.77-8,80 thermal radiation, 7.20, 7.42, 7.101
Shake, 1.54 Surface effects on blast, see Terrain effects
Shielding, gamma rays, 8.05, 8.38-8.45, 8.72, Surface zero, 2.34

9.120 Survey meter, 7.30
neutrons, 8.66-8.72
thermal radiation, 7.18, 7.19 Tamper, nuclear weapon, 1.50

Ships, damage, 5.96, 5.97, 5.146, 6.63-6.65 Tenth-value thickness, 8.38, 8.102
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Terrain effects, on blast, 3.35-3.38, 3.47-3.50, Time scale, fission explosion, 1.54-1.59

3.79-3.85 TNT equivalent, 1.20, 1.45
on fallout, 9.95, 9.101, 9.156; 9.161 Trailer coach, damage, 5.80-5.84

Thermal layer, 3.80 Transient-radiation effects on electronics (TREE),

Thermal pulses, in air burst, 2.38-2.40, 7.86, 8.73-8.88, 8.133--8.144

7.87 characteristics, 8.73-8.76

in high-altitude burst, 2.132, 2.133, 7.89 ::ffects on equipment, 8.77, 8.78

Thermal radiation, 1.02, 1.22-1.25, 1.73-1.79, mechanism, 8.133-8.144
7.01-7.105 Transmission factors, initial nuclear radiation,

absorption, in materials, 7.23-7.31, 7.33, 7.34 8.72
in air burst, 1.33, 2.3S-2.40, 7.03-7.05, residual nuclear radiation, 9.120

7.85-7.100 Transmittance, thermal radiation, 7.95-7.98,

and atmospheric conditions, 7.11-7.17, 7.98 7.101-7.104,7.105
attenuation, 7.08-7.19, 7.94, 7.98 Transportation equipment, damage, 5.85-5.97,
burns, see Burns, flash 5.146, 5.147

damage, 7.33-7.40 Trinity test, 2.36, 12.245, 12.246

definition, 7.02 Triple point, 3.25, see also Mach effect

effects, 7.23-7.53 Tritium, thermonuclear (fusion) reactions, 1.67-

in Japan, 7.44-7.48, 7.61-7.72 1.70
energy fraction, air burst, 1.25,7.04,7.88 in residual radiation, 12.197, 12.200

high-altitude burst, 7.22,7.90,7.102,7.104 Tropopause, 2.13, 9.126

surface burst, 7.101 Troposphere, 3.40, 9.126

evasive action, 7.87 fallout from, 9.130-9.134

exposure-distance relationship, 7.41-7.43, Tunnels, damage, 6.109

7.93-7.105
and fabrics, 7.27, 7.33-7.35 Ultraviolet radiation, 1.73, 1.78, 2.38, 2.39,

from fireball, 7.01-7.22, 7.73-7.92 7.75,7.76
in high-altitude burst, 7.22, 7.89-7.92, 7.102- Underground burst (deep), 1.39, 2.90-2.105,

7.105 6.19-6.40, 6.85-6.93

ignition exposures, 7.35, 7.40 aftershocks, 2.105, 6.20-6.27

incendiary effects, 7.49-7.72 air blast, 6.02, 6.53

injuries, 7.32, 12.51-12.78 base surge, 2.96-2.98

materials ignition, 7.33-7.40, 7.44-7.49 cavity, 2.102, 6.85~.88

and plastics, 7.39 characteristics, 2.90-2.105

primary, 1.77, 7.01, 7.75, see also Thermal chimney, 2.103, 6.89

X-rays damage criteria, 6.104-6.114

prompt, 7.02 fallout, 2.98, see also Fallout

pulses, see Thermal pulses fault displacement, 6.20-6.27

radiant exposure, 7.35 fireball, 2.91

power, 7.74, 7.82-7.84, 7.86 ground motion, 6.33-6.40

scattering, 7.08, 7.10-7.17, 7.19, 7.95, 7.98 loading, buried structures, 6.104-6.111

shielding, 7.18, 7.19 seismic effects, 6.19-6.27
smoke and fog effects, 7.16, 7.17 shallow, see Surface burst

in surface burst, 7.20, 7.101 shock wave, 6.18, 6.19, 6.33

transmittance, 7.95-7.98, 7.101, 7.104, 7.105 and structures, 6.33-6.40

underground burst, 2.99 Underwater burst, 1.39, 2.63-2.89, 6.41-6.69,

underwater burst, 2.80 6.115-6.125
Thermal X-rays, 1.77-1.79, 7.01, 7.75, 7.80, air blast, 6.53, 6.68, 6.69

7.81,7.90-7.92,7.104 base surge, radioactive, 2.76-2.79

ionization, 10.53, 10.57, 10.60, 10.62, 10.69 visible. 2.72-2.75

Thermonuclear (fusion) reactions, 1.17-1..19, characteristics, 2.63-2.79,6.41-6.69

1.67-1.72 cloud,2.69
weapons, 1.67-1.72 column, 2.67, 2.68

fallout patterns, 9.94 contamination, water, 9.53-9.58

gamma rays, 8.33 crack, 2.65

neutrons, 8.64, 8.116, 8.117, 8.119 crater formation, 6.60, 6.61

Thermosphere, 3.43, 9.126 damage, 6.62-6.64

Thyroid abnormalities, 12.171, 12.181-12.183 deep, 2.81-2.89
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fireball, 2.64 Wall-bearing structures, 5.27, 5.139
hydraulic structures, damage, 6.122-6.124 Wall failure, 5.145
nuclear radiation, 2.74-2.79, 2.81, 2.82, see Weapons, nuclear, see Nuclear weapons

II/SO Fallout Weather effects, see Meteorological effects
overpressure, water, 6.41 Wien's displacement law, 7.77
plume, 2.67 Wilson cloud, 2.47-2.50,2.66
shallow, 2.63-2.82 Wind, and fallout patterns, 9.96-9.98
ships, damage, 6.58, 6.63-6.69 Wind (dynamic pressure), 3.07,3.08,3.13,3.14,
shock wave, 6.41-6.52, 6.62-6.69, 6.115- 3.11>

6.118 velocity, 3.07,3.55
reflection, 6.43, 6.44-6.52 Wood, thermal radiation effects, 7.37,7.38,7.40.
surface cutoff, 6.43 7.44

slick, 2.65 Worldwide fallout, see Fallout, aelayed
thermal radiation, 2.80
water waves, 2.70, 2.71, 6.54--6.59, 6.119- X-ray fireball, 2.110

6.121 X rays, 1.73, 1.77, 1.79
Unit-time reference dose rate, 9.16-9.23, 9.92- absorption, 2.134, 7.80, 7.81, 7.92

9.95 degradation, 1.78,2.38,7.02,7.75
Uranium fission, 1.14, 1.15, 1.18, 1.42, 1.44, ionization, atmospheric, 10.53, 10.57, 10.60,

1.45,1.72 10.62,10.69
hazard, 12.174 pancake, 2.134, 2.135, 7.91, 7.103
in weapons residues, 9.31, 9.40-9.42 stopping altitude, 10.29

Utilities, damage, 5.98-5.121 thermal, see Thermal X-rays

Vehicle, damage, 5.86-5.91. 5.146 Yield, explosion, 1.20, 1.21, 1.45
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